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ABSTRACT

Aims. The BL Lac 1ES 2344+514 is known for temporary extreme properties characterised by a shift of the synchrotron spectral energy distribution
(SED) peak energy νsynch,p above 1 keV. While those extreme states have only been observed during high flux levels thus far, additional multi-year
observing campaigns are required to achieve a coherent picture. Here, we report the longest investigation of the source from radio to very high
energy (VHE) performed so far, focussing on a systematic characterisation of the intermittent extreme states.
Methods. We organised a monitoring campaign covering a 3-year period from 2019 to 2021. More than ten instruments participated in the observations
in order to cover the emission from radio to VHE. In particular, sensitive X-ray measurements by XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat took place
simultaneously with multi-hour MAGIC observations, providing an unprecedented constraint of the two SED components for this blazar.
Results. While our results confirm that 1ES 2344+514 typically exhibits νsynch,p > 1 keV during elevated flux periods, we also find periods where
the extreme state coincides with low flux activity. A strong spectral variability thus happens in the quiescent state, and is likely caused by an
increase in the electron acceleration efficiency without a change in the electron injection luminosity. On the other hand, we also report a strong
X-ray flare (among the brightest for 1ES 2344+514) without a significant shift of νsynch,p. During this particular flare, the X-ray spectrum is among
the softest of the campaign. It unveils complexity in the spectral evolution, where the common harder-when-brighter trend observed in BL Lacs
is violated. By combining Swift-XRT and Swift-UVOT measurements during a low and hard X-ray state, we find an excess of the UV flux with
respect to an extrapolation of the X-ray spectrum to lower energies. This UV excess implies that at least two regions significantly contribute to the
infrared/optical/ultraviolet/X-ray emission. Using the simultaneous MAGIC, XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat observations, we argue that
a region possibly associated with the 10 GHz radio core may explain such an excess. Finally, we investigate a VHE flare, showing an absence
of simultaneous variability in the 0.3−2 keV band. Using time-dependent leptonic modelling, we show that this behaviour, in contradiction to
single-zone scenarios, can instead be explained by a two-component model.
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1. Introduction

The source 1ES 2344+514 (RA = 23h47′04.837′′, Dec =
+51◦42′17.878′′, J2000; Gaia Collaboration 2020) is a nearby
BL Lacertae (BL Lac) object located at a redshift of z = 0.044
(Perlman et al. 1996). It is a member of the blazar category –
an active galactic nucleus (AGN) whose relativistic plasma jet
is aligned with the observer’s line of sight (Romero et al. 2017).
As is typically observed in blazars, the spectral energy distri-
bution (SED) displays two broad emission components. The
low-energy component ranges from radio to X-rays, and the
high-energy component is located in the gamma-ray band. The
low-energy component peaks above 1015 Hz, implying that it
belongs to the subcategory of high-frequency BL Lac (HBL)
objects (Padovani & Giommi 1995). The source 1ES 2344+514
is one of the first extragalactic objects detected at very high
energy (VHE; E > 100 GeV). The first VHE detection was
achieved by the Whipple 10 m telescope during a bright flare
in 1996 with a peak flux of ∼60% of the Crab Nebula flux above
350 GeV (Catanese et al. 1998). Allen et al. (2017) reported
an average flux above 350 GeV of ∼4% of the Crab Nebula
between 2008 and 2015 in the absence of any flaring activ-
ity. In what follows, we consider such a flux level as rep-
resentative of the quiescent VHE activity of 1ES 2344+514.
We note however that the VHE flux can vary within a fac-
tor ∼2 down to daily timescales (Albert et al. 2007; Allen et al.
2017; Acciari et al. 2011). Regarding the X-ray band, the
2−10 keV flux lies around 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 in quiescent states
(Acciari et al. 2011; Aleksić et al. 2013).

Giommi et al. (2000) reported strong spectral variability
of the X-ray spectrum on a timescale of 5 ks during a flar-
ing state: the peak energy of the low-energy SED component
shifted by a factor of more than 30, and reached energies
above 10 keV. Blazars with a low-energy component peaking
above 1 keV are dubbed as extreme high-frequency BL Lacs
(EHBLs; Costamante et al. 2001; Biteau et al. 2020). Recently,
MAGIC Collaboration (2020a) published a multi-wavelength
study of 1ES 2344+514 in a flaring period that happened in
2016. The source again temporarily behaved as an EHBL.
The broad-band SED could be well modelled both with lep-
tonic and hadronic scenarios. In leptonic models, the low-
energy SED component originates from electron-synchrotron
radiation, while the high-energy component is attributed to
electron inverse-Compton (IC) scattering off the synchrotron
photons. This model is commonly dubbed as the synchrotron
self-Compton (SSC) model (see, e.g. Maraschi et al. 1992). In
the hadronic model, the low-energy component still originates
from electron-synchrotron radiation, but the high-energy com-
ponent is ascribed to proton-synchrotron radiation (see, e.g.
Mücke & Protheroe 2001; Cerruti et al. 2015). During the qui-
escent activity, the peak energy of 1ES 2344+514 was estimated
to be around 0.1 keV (Aleksić et al. 2013; Nilsson et al. 2018;
Ajello et al. 2020). This blazar is thus characterised by an EHBL
behaviour occurring on a temporary basis, which seems to hap-
pen mostly during high emission states.

As highlighted by Biteau et al. (2020), the EHBL population
is not homogeneous. While some of the members are EHBL-
like only temporarily (e.g. 1ES 2344+514), other EHBLs display
extreme properties on a constant basis (e.g. 1ES 1426+428). In
addition to that, several EHBLs are not only extreme in the syn-
chrotron domain but also in the VHE band with a high-energy
SED component peaking above 1 TeV (e.g. 1ES 0229+200).
Those sources are commonly called extreme-TeV EHBLs and
are particularly challenging for standard blazar acceleration and

emission models (Kaufmann et al. 2011). In general, EHBLs
represent the most energetic class of blazars and their study is
particularly relevant in the context of particle acceleration mech-
anisms in AGN jets.

The intermittent EHBL nature of 1ES 2344+514 is still
poorly characterised owing to the low amount of multi-year
broad-band campaigns performed so far. This prevents a detailed
understanding of the physical origin of these extreme states and
how exactly the EHBL state correlates with the flux activity. This
work presents the longest multi-year study from radio to VHE
of 1ES 2344+514 performed so far. A dense multi-wavelength
campaign was organised between 2019 and 2021 by involving
more than ten different instruments. We emphasise that most
of the observing campaign was organised through an unbiased
monitoring of the source, without triggering observations on par-
ticular flaring events, in order to get a systematic investigation of
the spectral evolution. A detailed characterisation of the X-ray
emission was obtained using XMM-Newton, Nuclear Spectro-
scopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR), and AstroSat deep exposures.
The latter observations are accompanied by multi-hour MAGIC
exposures with the aim to acquire a precise determination of the
two SED components. Furthermore, thanks to a dense monitor-
ing from the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Swift) and MAGIC
telescopes, we carry out a systematic investigation of the inter-
mittent EHBL state in the synchrotron and VHE gamma-ray
regimes. This paper also discusses an intriguing flare that was
detected in 2019, during which the emission characteristics sug-
gest at least two separate emitting components contributing to
the SED from infrared (IR) to X-rays. Finally, the results are
interpreted within theoretical leptonic models, which are able to
successfully describe the SEDs.

The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2
describes the observations and data reduction, Sect. 3 discusses
the multi-wavelength variability and the observed correlation
trends over the campaign, and Sect. 4 presents the spectral anal-
ysis in the X-ray and VHE bands. The theoretical modelling
of the deep exposures with simultaneous MAGIC, NuSTAR,
XMM-Newton, and AstroSat data is shown in Sect. 5, a general
discussion of the different results is presented in Sect. 6, and the
conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7.

2. Dataset and analysis

2.1. MAGIC

The VHE observations were performed by the Florian Goebel
Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov telescopes
(MAGIC) array, which consists of two 17 m diameter imag-
ing atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes located at an altitude of
2231 m above the sea level, on the Canary Island of La Palma at
the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory. The integral sensitiv-
ity of MAGIC for point-source observations above 220 GeV is
(0.66 ± 0.03)% of the Crab Nebula flux1 in 50 h (Aleksić et al.
2016).

The MAGIC observations of 1ES 2344+514 covered a
∼2.5 yr period from August 2019 until December 2021. After
data-quality selection, a total of about 32 h of effective observa-
tion time was collected in 25 nights. The source was observed
with zenith angles ranging from 20◦ to 62◦. We use the standard
analysis tools from the MAGIC Analysis and Reconstruction

1 For a given energy threshold, the Crab Nebula flux is defined as the
integral flux of the Crab Nebula spectrum above the threshold energy.
Throughout this work, we consider the Crab Nebula spectrum from
Aleksić et al. (2016).
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Table 1. Summary of the observing times of the VHE and X-ray instruments during the two long exposures in July 2020 and August 2021.

Epoch label Instrument Start and end time [UTC] Exposure [ks]

MAGIC 2020-07-22T23:36:43–2020-07-23T04:49:13 17
Deep exposure 1 XMM-Newton 2020-07-22T21:59:37–2020-07-23T06:01:17 19 (pn), 27 (MOS1/2)

NuSTAR 2020-07-22T19:26:10–2020-07-23T07:11:10 21
MAGIC 2021-08-05T23:32:52–2021-08-06T04:25:19 16

Deep exposure 2 XMM-Newton 2021-08-05T19:50:32–2021-08-06T04:25:32 19 (pn), 27 (MOS1/2)
AstroSat-SXT 2021-08-05T15:09:14–2021-08-07T01:21:42 41

Notes. Regarding XMM-Newton, the exposures are quoted separately for the EPIC pn and MOS1/MOS2 cameras.

Software (MARS; Zanin et al. 2013; Aleksić et al. 2016) to pro-
cess the data. A fraction of the observations are affected by the
presence of the Moon, which leads to an increased night-sky
background light contamination (Ahnen et al. 2017). In order to
take into account these varying observational conditions, the data
are first split into several subsets according to the level of moon-
light contamination. Then, the analysis is carried out by adopting
Monte Carlo simulations tuned to match the corresponding con-
ditions of the different data subsets (Ahnen et al. 2017).

The MAGIC fluxes are computed above 300 GeV in daily
and yearly binning. They are plotted in Fig. 1. The typical expo-
sure of a single MAGIC observation lies between 0.5 h and 2 h.
However, two nights have a significantly larger exposure of ∼5 h,
July 23, 2020 (MJD 59053) and August 6, 2021 (MJD 59432).
In the following, they are referred to as “deep exposure 1” and
“deep exposure 2”. They are marked in Fig. 1 with orange and
brown dashed vertical lines, respectively. Those deep exposures
took place simultaneously with sensitive X-ray observations by
XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat with the aim of obtaining
precise simultaneous measurements of the low- and high-energy
SED components of 1ES 2344+514. Table 1 lists the corre-
sponding exact observing times of MAGIC as well as of the
accompanying X-ray instruments. Regarding deep exposure 1,
the MAGIC detection is significant and about 5.6σ (the mea-
sured flux is about 4% of the Crab Nebula). As for the deep expo-
sure 2 epoch, the flux is lower (2% of the Crab Nebula above
300 GeV), leading to a detection significance of only 2σ. No
significant intranight VHE variability is detected in the MAGIC
data on these two dates. The corresponding fluxes and spectra
are thus averaged over their respective observation time. In this
work, all MAGIC spectra and best-fit parameters are computed
using a forward-folding method to take into account the finite
energy resolution of the instrument (Zanin et al. 2013).

2.2. Fermi-LAT

The Large Area Telescope (LAT) instrument is a pair-conversion
telescope onboard the Fermi satellite (Atwood et al. 2009;
Ackermann et al. 2012). Fermi-LAT surveys the gamma-ray sky
in the 20 MeV to E > 300 GeV energy range with an all-sky
coverage on a ∼3 h timescale. The analysis for this work is per-
formed using an unbinned-likelihood approach with tools from
the FERMITOOLS software2 v2.0.8isert. We adopt the instrument
response function P8R3_SOURCE_V2 and the diffuse background
models3 gll_iem_v07 and iso_P8R3_SOURCE_V3_v1.

We select Source class events between 0.3 GeV and
300 GeV in a circular region of interest (ROI) with a radius
2 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/
3 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/
BackgroundModels.html

of 15◦ around 1ES 2344+514. The events with a zenith angle
>90◦ are discarded to limit the contribution from gamma rays
grazing Earth’s limb. To model the field sources, we consider
all sources from the fourth Fermi-LAT source catalogue Data
Release 2 (4FGL-DR2; Abdollahi et al. 2020; Ballet et al. 2020)
that are located within the ROI plus an annulus of 5◦. A simple
power-law function is used to model 1ES 2344+514. In order to
build light curves, the source model is fitted to the data by set-
ting the normalisation and the spectral index of all the sources
within 7◦ from the target as free parameters. Above 7◦ all param-
eters are fixed to the 4FGL-DR2 values. The normalisations of
the background components are left as free parameters. When
the fit does not converge, the model parameters are fixed to the
4FGL-DR2 values for sources detected with a test statistic (TS;
Mattox et al. 1996) below 4. If after that the fit still does not
converge, we gradually increase the TS threshold below which
the model parameters are fixed, until a convergence is achieved.
Additionally, the power-law index of 1ES 2344+514 is fixed to
the 4FGL-DR2 value if the source is detected with TS< 15.
Finally, for each time bin resulting in TS< 5, a flux upper limit
at 95% confidence level is quoted in the light curve.

The light curve is computed in monthly time bins,
which is the exposure time needed by Fermi-LAT to detect
1ES 2344+514 during quiescent emission states (F0.3−300 GeV ≈

0.5 × 10−8 cm−2 s−1). The light curve is computed in 2-day bins
close to a VHE flare detected in August 2019 (see Sect. 3).

2.3. Swift-XRT

To accompany the MAGIC monitoring, we organised many
simultaneous X-ray observations by the Swift X-ray Telescope
(XRT; Burrows et al. 2005). The Swift-XRT observations were
performed in the Windowed Timing (WT) and Photon Counting
(PC) readout modes depending on the source flux. The data are
processed using the XRTDAS software package (v.3.7.0) devel-
oped by the ASI Space Science Data Center4 (SSDC), released
by the NASA High Energy Astrophysics Archive Research Cen-
ter (HEASARC) in the HEASoft package (v.6.30.1). The cali-
bration files from Swift-XRT CALDB (version 20210915) are
used within the xrtpipeline to calibrate and clean the events.

The X-ray spectrum from each observation is extracted from
the calibrated and cleaned event file. For both WT and PC modes
data, the events for the spectral analysis is selected within a
circle of 20 pixel (∼47′′) radius. The background is extracted
from a nearby circular region with the same radius. The ancil-
lary response files are generated with the xrtmkarf task apply-
ing corrections for point spread function (PSF) losses and CCD
defects using the cumulative exposure map.

4 https://www.ssdc.asi.it/
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The 0.3−10 keV source spectra are binned using the grppha
task to ensure a minimum of 20 counts per bin, and then
modelled in XSPEC using power-law and log-parabola models
(with a pivot energy fixed at 1 keV). Additionally, and for each
X-ray analysis presented in this work, a photoelectric absorp-
tion component is included considering a column density fixed
to NH = 1.41 × 1021 cm−2 (HI4PI Collaboration 2016). In the
vast majority of the observations, the statistical preference for a
log-parabola model is not significant. We compute fluxes in the
energy bands 0.3−2 keV and 2−10 keV.

2.4. XMM-Newton EPIC

We organised two X-ray observations of 1ES 2344+514 from
XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001) during the MAGIC multi-
hour observations on July 23, 2020 (deep exposure 1) and
August 6, 2021 (deep exposure 2). Table 1 summarises the exact
observing windows as well as the duration. All three EPIC cam-
eras (pn, MOS1, and MOS2) were operated in Large Window
mode. The data are reduced using the XMM-Newton Science
Analysis System (SAS v20.0.0) following standard procedures.
Time intervals with strong background flaring are filtered out fol-
lowing standard procedures using the high-energy light curves
with cuts of 0.4 and 0.35 counts s−1 for the pn and MOS, respec-
tively. The total good exposure times after the filtering are 18.9,
26.7, and 26.7 ks in 2020 and 19.4, 27.4, and 27.3 ks in 2021 for
the pn, MOS1, and MOS2, respectively. Source and background
spectra are extracted from circular regions of radius 34′′ for
all three detectors. All spectra are binned to contain at least
20 counts per bin and not to oversample the intrinsic energy reso-
lution by more than a factor of three. The empirical correction of
the EPIC effective area based on simultaneous NuSTAR observa-
tions is applied by setting applyabsfluxcorr = yes in the arfgen
task5. The spectra are finally modelled with a log-parabola func-
tion in the 0.4−10 keV range using XSPEC (with a pivot energy
fixed at 1 keV).

2.5. NuSTAR

NuSTAR (Harrison et al. 2013) observed 1ES 2344+514 in the
3−79 keV band during the MAGIC long exposure on July 23,
2020 (deep exposure 1) with its two coaligned X-ray telescopes
and corresponding focal planes, focal plane module A (FPMA)
and B (FPMB). The total observing time is 21 ks (see Table 1).
The Level-1 data products are processed with the NuSTAR Data
Analysis Software (nustardas, v1.9.7) within the HEAsoft
software. Cleaned event files (Level-2 data products) are pro-
duced and calibrated using standard filtering criteria with the
nupipeline software module, and the OPTIMIZED param-
eter for the exclusion of the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA)
passages. We use the calibration files available in the NuSTAR
CALDB version 20220510.

Spectra of the source are extracted for the whole observation
from the cleaned event files using a circle of 26 pixel (∼60′′)
radius, while the background is extracted from a nearby circu-
lar region of 26 pixel radius on the same chip of the source.
The choice of the extraction region size optimises the signal-
to-noise ratio, but alternative choices do not affect the results.
The ancillary response files are generated with the numkarf
task, applying corrections for the PSF losses, exposure maps,
and vignetting. The spectra are rebinned with a minimum of
20 counts per energy bin to allow for χ2 spectrum fitting.
5 https://xmmweb.esac.esa.int/docs/documents/
CAL-TN-0230-1-3.pdf

2.6. AstroSat

Between August 5, 2021 and August 7, 2021, we obtained a
deep exposure from the Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT), which
is an X-ray imaging instrument onboard the AstroSat satel-
lite (Singh et al. 2016, 2017). The observation encompasses the
one from MAGIC and XMM-Newton during the deep exposure
2 epoch.

Level-1 data are stored, in FITS format, in the AstroSat
data archive6. The Level-2 data are generated from the Level-
1 data by running the sxtpipeline tool provided by the
SXT data-analysis package (AS1SXTLevel2-1.4b). After merg-
ing the cleaned event files of individual orbits together by
sxtpyjuliamerger we use the xselect tool of HEASoft
to extract the images, light curves and spectra from the
merged clean event files in the range 0.7−7 keV. We select the
source region as a circle of radius 12′ centred at the point
source. As background we use the file SkyBkg_comb_EL3p5_
Cl_Rd16p0_v01.pha provided by SXT POC team. The fluxes
(in the 0.7−7 keV band) and spectral parameters were computed
using XSPEC using a log-parabola model. Table 1 summarises
the exact observing window and exposure of AstroSat-SXT.

2.7. Swift-UVOT

We obtained ultraviolet (UV) data coverage with the Swift
UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005) observa-
tions between January 2019 and December 2021 performed in
the W1, M2, and W2 filters. Over this time range, a total of
67 observations of 1ES 2344+514 are selected after quality
checks. We perform photometry over the total exposures of each
observation in the sample extracted from the official archive,
applying the same apertures for source counts (the standard with
5′′ radius) and background (mostly three or four circles of ∼16′′
radii off the source) estimation. The photometry is obtained
executing the task within the official software included in the
HEAsoft 6.23 package, from HEASARC, and then applying the
official calibrations (Breeveld et al. 2011) included in the more
recent CALDB release (20201026). The fluxes are dereddened
considering a mean interstellar extinction curve taken from
Fitzpatrick (1999) and a Galactic E(B−V) value of 0.1805 mag
(Schlegel et al. 1998; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).

2.8. XMM-Newton OM

In addition to the X-ray observations from the three XMM-
Newton EPIC cameras, we process the data collected simul-
taneously by the Optical Monitor (OM) in the B, U, W1,
M2, and W2 filters. The data reduction is performed using the
SAS task omichain. The transformation from count rate to
flux is achieved by using the conversion factors given in the
SAS watchout dedicated page7. Magnitudes are finally corrected
for Galactic extinction using an E(B−V) value of 0.1805 mag
(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).

2.9. Optical

At optical wavelengths, we profited from R-band observa-
tions carried out by the Tuorla blazar monitoring programme8

between January 3, 2019 (MJD 58486) and November 30, 2021

6 https://astrobrowse.issdc.gov.in/astro_archive/
archive/Home.jsp
7 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/
sas-watchout-uvflux
8 http://users.utu.fi/kani/1m/
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(MJD 59458). The data were acquired by the Kungliga Vetenskap-
sakademien (KVA; 35 cm primary mirror diameter) telescope
and Joan Oró Telescope (TJO; 80 cm primary mirror diameter).
The KVA is located on the island of La Palma, in Spain, at the
Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, while the TJO telescope is
placed at the Montsec Astronomical Observatory, also in Spain.
Data reduction is performed following the differential photometry
method described by Nilsson et al. (2018) with an aperture radius
of 7.5′′. The contributions of the host galaxy and nearby compan-
ions are subtracted from the observed fluxes, and we apply a cor-
rection for the Galactic extinction.

Additional R-band observations were performed by the
Whole Earth Blazar Telescope9 (WEBT; e.g. Villata et al.
2007; Raiteri et al. 2017) consortium. The observations were
made within the GLAST-AGILE Support Program (GASP; e.g.
Villata et al. 2009), which provides mainly optical, but also
radio and near-IR support to blazar observations by gamma-ray
satellites. Optical data for this paper are taken at the Abastu-
mani, Athens, Crimean10, Haleakala, Lulin, McDonald, Perkins,
Rozhen, Skinakas, St. Petersburg, Teide, Tijarafe, and Vidoje-
vica Observatories. The R-band flux densities of the source are
corrected for a quantity accounting for the contribution by the
host galaxy and nearby companions, the Galactic extinction, and
intercalibration among the different datasets. For the latter, we
use the data by the Tuorla blazar monitoring programme as a
reference.

Finally, we also make use of R-band observations from
the 0.76 m Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT;
Filippenko et al. 2001) at Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton,
CA, USA. The data are first reduced adopting the custom
pipeline presented by Ganeshalingam et al. (2010). Then, the
photometry is carried out using a 9-pixel aperture (correspond-
ing to 7.2′′). Several nearby stars are chosen from the Pan-
STARRS111 catalogue for calibration, and their magnitudes are
transformed into the Landolt (1983, 1990) system using the
empirical prescription presented by Tonry et al. (2012), Eq. (6).
Data from KAIT are corrected for Galactic extinction, and the
contribution of the host galaxy (plus nearby companions) is sub-
tracted with the procedure described above.

2.10. OVRO

The radio observations were performed by the Owens Valley
Radio Observatory (OVRO) 40 m telescope within the blazar
monitoring programme (Richards et al. 2011). OVRO employs
an off-axis dual-beam optics and a cryogenic pseudo-correlation
receiver with a 15 GHz centre frequency and 3 GHz bandwidth.
The calibration is done using a temperature-stable diode noise
source in order to remove receiver gain drifts. Finally, the flux-
density scale is derived from observations of 3C 286 assuming a
value of 3.44 Jy at 15.0 GHz from Baars et al. (1977). The flux-
density scale has a systematic uncertainty of ∼5%, which is not
included in the error bars of data points shown later. More details
about the OVRO data reduction and calibration are provided by
Richards et al. (2011).

9 http://www.oato.inaf.it/blazars/webt/
10 While the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory became Ukrainian
at the time of Ukrainian independence in 1991, the AZT-8 telescope
located there continued to be operated jointly by the Crimean Observa-
tory and by the St. Petersburg group.
11 http://archive.stsci.edu/panstarrs/search.php

3. Multi-wavelength light curves

In Fig. 1 the multi-wavelength light curves between December
23, 2018 (MJD 58475) and January 21, 2022 (MJD 59600) are
displayed from radio to VHE. In the top panel, the MAGIC
fluxes above 300 GeV are plotted with daily binning (dark mark-
ers) and yearly binning (pink markers). The horizontal grey
dashed line depicts 4% of the Crab Nebula flux, which is a good
approximation of the quiescent state of 1ES 2344+514 at VHE.
It corresponds to the average flux level reported by Allen et al.
(2017) between 2008 and 2015 when no VHE flaring activity
was detected. A VHE flare is observed in August 2019 and is
highlighted with a vertical blue dashed line. This flare is stud-
ied in greater detail in Sects. 3.1 and 6.3. During the rest of the
campaign, no strong flare is detected at VHE. The 2020 average
flux above 300 GeV is (3.5±0.4)% of the Crab Nebula, in agree-
ment with the quiescent state. For 2021, the average flux drops to
(1.9 ± 0.6)% of that of the Crab Nebula and is one of the lowest
states measured for 1ES 2344+514.

In the second panel from the top, the Fermi-LAT fluxes in
the 0.3−300 GeV band are shown with monthly binning in dark-
yellow markers. Throughout the campaign the monthly fluxes
fluctuate around the quiescent state of the source. The compar-
ison of the 2019–2021 emission with the long-term behaviour
can be seen in Fig. A.1, which presents a Fermi-LAT light curve
starting from 2008. Close to the VHE flare in August 2019,
the monthly emission shows little variability. However, a 2-days
binned light curve simultaneous with the flare (maroon markers
in Fig. 1) indicates a clear flux increase on shorter timescale (see
also Sect. 3.1).

In the X-ray, the Swift-XRT fluxes in the 0.3−2 keV and
2−10 keV bands are binned observation-wise (with a typi-
cal exposure time around 1−2 ks) and show variability on
a daily timescale. The 2−10 keV flux varies around 1 ×
10−11−2 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1, which is the typical dynamical
range for 1ES 2344+514 in quiescent activity (Acciari et al.
2011; Aleksić et al. 2013). Nonetheless, a bright flare in the
0.3−2 keV band is visible on October 5, 2019 (MJD 58761),
while the 2−10 keV flux remains at the quiescent state. This par-
ticular night appears as an outlier with respect to the other nights
and is discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.1.

The two long X-ray exposures accompanying the multi-hour
MAGIC observations are highlighted in Fig. 1 with vertical
orange and maroon dashed lines. The first one, labelled as deep
exposure 1 (on July 23, 2020), includes simultaneous XMM-
Newton and NuSTAR pointings, and the second one, labelled as
deep exposure 2 (on August 6, 2021) comprises simultaneous
XMM-Newton and AstroSat pointings (see Table 1). The XMM-
Newton and NuSTAR fluxes are plotted in pink and cyan colours,
respectively. During these two epochs the VHE flux source is
low: about 4% of the Crab Nebula for the deep exposure 1 epoch
and about 2% of the Crab Nebula regarding deep exposure 2.

The organisation of multiband long exposures represents the
only possibility to search for flux variations down to sub-hour
scales, being the timescale over which blazars are known to vary.
Such investigations are also essential to provide constraints on the
source dimension based on causality arguments. Our data reveal
no strong variability at VHE nor in the X-ray during both deep
exposure 1 and deep exposure 2 epochs. The MAGIC fluxes are
fully consistent with a constant behaviour, while the X-ray emis-
sion (in XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, or AstroSat data) varies at the
level of 10% only. Nonetheless, we exploit these observations to
achieve a precise spectral characterisation of the low activity of
the source, which is studied in detail in Sects. 4.1 and 5.
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Fig. 1. Multi-wavelength light curves between December 23, 2018 (MJD 58475) and January 21, 2022 (MJD 59600). The vertical dashed blue
line highlights the date of the VHE flare detected by MAGIC in August 2019. The orange and maroon dashed vertical lines highlight the dates
of the deep exposure 1 (July 23, 2020 – MJD 59053) and deep exposure 2 (August 6, 2021 – MJD 59432) epochs that contain simultaneous
long observations from MAGIC, XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat. The top panel shows the MAGIC fluxes above 300 GeV in daily (black
markers) and yearly binning (pink markers). The horizontal dashed-grey line represents 4% of the Crab Nebula flux above 300 GeV. The second
panel from the top reports the Fermi-LAT fluxes in the 0.3−300 GeV band in monthly binning. An upper limit at 95% confidence level is quoted
for time bins with TS< 5. The maroon markers are fluxes in 2-day binning around the VHE flare. In the third panel from the top, the Swift-XRT
fluxes are shown in the 0.3−2 keV (light-green markers) and 2−10 keV (dark-green markers) bands. The NuSTAR (cyan), XMM-Newton (pink),
and AstroSat-SXT2022). The grey bands correspond to the three (light red) fluxes are shown in the 3−79 keV, 2−10 keV, and 0.7−7 keV bands,
respectively. The fourth panel from the top displays the UV fluxes from the Swift-UVOT instrument in the UVW1, UV M2, and UVW2 filters. The
fifth panel from the top reports the fluxes in the R band from GASP-WEBT, KAIT, and Tuorla. Finally, the bottom panel shows the OVRO fluxes
measured at 15 GHz.
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In the UV, optical, and radio wavebands, no apparent flaring
episode is noted throughout the multi-wavelength campaign. As
discussed and quantified in Sect. 3.2, those energy regions of the
spectrum show a smaller variability strength compared to the X-
ray and VHE bands.

Eventually, we search for correlated variability between the
different bands between 2019 and 2021. Marginal hints of corre-
lation are found between the VHE and X-ray, and the results are
shown in Sect. 3.3. No significant correlation is found between
the other bands over the multi-wavelength campaign presented
in this work. In Sect. 3.4 we search for correlation between the
Fermi-LAT and OVRO fluxes using ∼13 yr of data, revealing a
marginal hint.

3.1. Zoom on the August 2019 flare

Figure 2 is a zoom around the VHE flare detected with MAGIC
in 2019. The top panel displays the MAGIC fluxes. The highest
flux is measured on August 6, 2019 (MJD 58701), and is about
20% of the Crab Nebula above 300 GeV. This is &5 times larger
than the quiescent state of 1ES 2344+514 at VHE (Allen et al.
2017). The subsequent daily measurements show a continuous
flux dimming, which is inconsistent with a constant-flux hypoth-
esis at the level of 3σ. We estimate the decay timescale, tdecay,
by fitting an exponential function (see e.g. Abdo et al. 2010):

F>300 GeV(t) = F0 e−(t−tpeak)/tdecay , (1)

where tpeak is the time of the maximum flux that we fix to the
centre of the first MAGIC observation. Based on Eq. (1), we find
tdecay = 1.7 ± 0.5 day. The result of the fit is shown as a black
dotted line in the MAGIC panel of Fig. 2.

The Fermi-LAT fluxes in brown markers are binned in 2 days
and also show a hint of a roughly daily timescale flare simultane-
ous with the VHE. The estimated flux for the time bin centred on
August 6, 2019 (the first MAGIC observation) is the highest and
about 5 times the monthly average (dark-yellow markers). The
hint of the flare is strengthened by the fact that on the date of the
highest Fermi-LAT flux, the source is significantly detected with
TS≈ 45 (∼7σ) over a only 2-days integration time. We also find
TS< 18 for the other 2-days bins around the VHE flare. In fact, a
significant Fermi-LAT detection (i.e. TS≈ 25) of 1ES 2344+514
requires an integration time on roughly weekly timescale for its
quiescent 0.3−300 GeV flux of ∼0.5 × 10−8 cm−2 s−1.

In the X-ray, the flux evolution is statistically consistent
with a constant hypothesis within 2σ both in the 0.3−2 keV and
2−10 keV bands. A hint of flux decay is nevertheless apparent in
the 2−10 keV regime. Regarding the optical and UV, here also
the flux is consistent with a constant evolution. As argued later
in Sects. 3.3 and 6.3, this broad-band behaviour is difficult to
reconcile with a single one-zone leptonic model and requires an
additional emission component developing in the jet. A time-
dependent modelling of the three consecutive days is performed
in Sect. 6.3.

3.2. Variability

The variability of the source throughout the spectrum is charac-
terised using the fractional variability Fvar (Vaughan et al. 2003)
in different wavebands. The fractional variability is essentially
the normalised variance of the flux after subtracting statistical
fluctuations. It is defined as:

Fvar =

√
S 2 − 〈σ2

err〉

〈x〉2
, (2)
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Fig. 2. Multi-wavelength light curves around the VHE flare detected by
MAGIC in August 2019. The top panel shows the MAGIC fluxes above
300 GeV in daily binning. The dashed curve is a fit of an exponential
function using Eq. (1) in order to estimate the variability timescale (see
text for more details). The horizontal dashed-grey line represents 4% of
the Crab Nebula flux above 300 GeV. The second panel from the top
displays the Fermi-LAT fluxes in the 0.3−300 GeV band in monthly
binning (dark-yellow markers) and 2-day binning (maroon markers). In
case the source is detected with TS< 5, an upper limit at 95% confi-
dence level is quoted. In the third panel from the top are the Swift-XRT
fluxes in the 0.3−2 keV (light-green markers) and 2−10 keV (dark-green
markers) bands. The fourth panel from the top displays the UV fluxes
from the Swift-UVOT instrument in the UVW1, UV M2, and UVW2
filters. Finally, the bottom panel shows the R-band fluxes from GASP-
WEBT and Tuorla.

where S is the standard deviation of the flux for N measure-
ments, 〈x〉 is the average flux and 〈σ2

err〉 is the corresponding
mean square error. Following the prescription of Poutanen et al.
(2008), the uncertainty in Fvar is estimated as:

∆Fvar =

√
F2

var + err(σ2
NXS) − Fvar, (3)

where,

err(σ2
NXS) =

√√√√√√√ 2
N
·
〈σ2

err〉

〈x〉2

2

+


√
〈σ2

err〉

N
·

2Fvar

〈x〉


2

· (4)

The results are shown in Fig. 3. We consider the full
light curves displayed in Fig. 1, meaning using all data
between December 23, 2018 (MJD 58475) and January 21, 2022
(MJD 59600).
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Fig. 3. Fractional variability as a function of energy for the multi-
wavelength light curves in Fig. 1.

We note that Fvar shows a roughly monotonic increase from
the radio to the X-ray (corresponding to the low-energy SED
component of 1ES 2344+514) as well as from the MeV to TeV
energies (corresponding to the high-energy SED component).
The highest variability is found in the MAGIC fluxes. Such
a two-peak structure of Fvar(E) is typical in HBLs (see e.g.
Aleksić et al. 2015) and the locations of the two local maxima
match roughly the peak frequency of the two SED components,
located in the X-ray (probed by Swift-XRT) and VHE bands
(probed by MAGIC), respectively. This behaviour of Fvar(E) is
attributed to the fact that towards higher energies in the respec-
tive SED components, the flux is radiated by particles with
increasing energy (for instance, the characteristic synchrotron
frequency is ν ∝ B′γ′2, where B′ and γ′ are the magnetic
field and electron Lorentz factor, respectively). More energetic
particles suffer from stronger and faster cooling (from syn-
chrotron and IC emission), hence leading to higher variability
with increasing photon energy.

3.3. VHE versus X-ray correlation

We characterise the VHE versus X-ray correlation over the full
campaign using the MAGIC and Swift-XRT observations. We
correlate the MAGIC flux above 300 GeV with the Swift-XRT
flux estimated in the 0.3−2 keV and 2−10 keV bands. In order to
remove biases due to nonsimultaneity, only pairs of measurements
that took place within 4 h are taken into account. Such a time win-
dow falls well below the minimum variability timescale measured
in the VHE and X-ray regimes along the campaign. The results are
shown in Fig. 4. The blue data points highlight the measurements
during the August 2019 flare, and the arrows show the correspond-
ing direction of time. In order to quantify the correlation, we use
the Pearson’s coefficient as well as the discrete correlation func-
tion (DCF; Edelson & Krolik 1988). The resulting values for each
energy combination are listed in Table 2.

The results do not reveal any significant VHE versus X-ray
correlation. In the case of >300 GeV versus 0.3−2 keV, the Pear-
son’s coefficient is only 0.2+0.2

−0.3 with a low significance of 0.9σ.
Regarding >300 GeV versus 2−10 keV, the Pearson’s coefficient
and the significance are slightly higher (0.6+0.1

−0.2, 2.7σ), although
the trend remains marginal. Along most of the campaign, the
source is in a low state and the dynamic range of flux values is

relatively small. This may be a main reason explaining the low
level of correlation.

The three consecutive measurements during the flare, high-
lighted with blue markers, shows an interesting correlated
behaviour. Between the first and the third day of the flare, the
VHE flux decayed by a factor of ∼3.5. From, Fig. 4, a hint of
a simultaneous decay is also noticeable in the 2−10 keV band.
On the other hand, in the 0.3−2 keV band the flux shows a
roughly constant behaviour without any indication of a decay.
Such different trends between two very nearby energy regions
(0.3−2 keV and 2−10 keV) are difficult to reconcile with a
single-zone model. In fact, it suggests that the VHE flare coin-
cides with a region dominating the X-ray emission only at
&2 keV, while the .2 keV flux originates from a different emit-
ting region possibly unrelated to the flare. In Sect. 6.3, we
successfully interpret the flare using a two-component leptonic
model in a time-dependent approach.

3.4. Radio versus MeV–GeV gamma-ray correlation

For several blazars, studies have unveiled a positive correla-
tion between the flux in the MeV–GeV and radio bands (see,
e.g. Marscher et al. 2008; Pushkarev et al. 2010; Fuhrmann et al.
2014). The correlation typically occurs with a delay where the
radio band lags behind the MeV–GeV with a time lag ranging
from a few tens to a few hundreds of days (Max-Moerbeck et al.
2014a). We search for such correlation pattern in 1ES 2344+514
by taking advantage of the simultaneous long-term OVRO and
Fermi-LAT monitoring (∼13 yr). The long-term light curves of
OVRO and Fermi-LAT are shown in Fig. A.1. The Fermi-LAT
fluxes are computed with monthly binning, in the same fashion
as in Fig. 1. We correlate the two bands and search for a time lag
using the DCF (Edelson & Krolik 1988). Regarding the Fermi-
LAT fluxes, only bins with a detection significance above 2σ
(i.e. TS> 4) are considered. The results are shown in Fig. 5 in
red markers. The DCF is evaluated in time-lag bins of 30 days,
being the smallest bin size of the two light curves. The highest
DCF value (∼0.43) is found at a lag of 90 days. A positive lag
means that the radio is delayed behind the MeV–GeV band.

We evaluate the significance of the DCF using dedicated
Monte-Carlo simulations. First, the slope of the power spec-
tral density (PSD; see, e.g. Max-Moerbeck et al. 2014b) of the
two light curves is estimated. For this we adopted the same
approach as the one described by MAGIC Collaboration (2021).
We obtain a PSD power-law index of βLAT = −0.9 for the Fermi-
LAT data, and βOVRO = −2.1. Those values match the one
generally found in BL Lac type objects (Max-Moerbeck et al.
2014a). Using these PSD shapes, 105 realistic and uncorrelated
light curves are simulated with the same temporal sampling and
binning as the data. From this set of simulations, the distribu-
tion of the DCF is extracted in each lag bin to derive 2σ, 3σ,
and 4σ confidence bands. They are plotted in cyan, blue, and
magenta dashed lines, respectively. We note that the light curves
are simulated using the Timmer & Koenig (1995) method, which
is valid only for Gaussian-distributed fluxes. This assumption
is valid for the OVRO data. For the Fermi-LAT light curve,
the fluxes are not exactly Gaussian-distributed. Because of that,
we also simulated the light curves using the prescription of
Emmanoulopoulos et al. (2013), which preserves any underly-
ing flux distribution. However, the results do not show a signif-
icant difference. In conclusion, our simulations indicate that the
correlation is at the level of 3σ.

In order to estimate the time-lag uncertainty, we follow the
common method of Peterson et al. (1998, 2004). We generate
2000 pairs of light curves in both energy bands using flux
randomisation and random subset selection. For each of these
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Fig. 4. VHE flux versus X-ray flux over the multi-wavelength campaign using MAGIC and Swift-XRT data. Fluxes are nightly binned. Only
pairs of measurements within 4 h are considered. The blue measurements correspond to the flaring state in August 2019 and the arrows show the
direction of time. The Pearson coefficients and DCF computed over the full data sample are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the MAGIC versus Swift-XRT correlations shown
in Fig. 4.

Energy bands Pearson (σ) DCF

>300 GeV vs. 0.3–2 keV 0.2+0.2
−0.3 (0.9) 0.3 ± 0.2

>300 GeV vs. 2–10 keV 0.6+0.1
−0.2 (2.7) 0.7 ± 0.4

Notes. The uncertainty and the significance (in σ units) of the Pearson’s
coefficients are computed following Press et al. (2002).

light-curve pairs, the DCF is computed and the centroid of the
lags above 80% of the maximum DCF value is calculated. The
centroid is computed within a range of 320 days around the peak
seen at τlag ≈ 90 days in Fig. 5. Finally, the 1σ confidence band
for the lag is estimated from the 68% containment of the cen-
troid distribution. Using this method, we obtain a 1σ confidence
band of τlag ∈ [30, 106] days.

4. Spectral evolution and study of the intermittent
EHBL behaviour

4.1. X-ray spectral evolution

1ES 2344+514 is known for its intermittent EHBL behaviour
in the synchrotron domain, with a synchrotron peak frequency
shifting above 1 keV (i.e. &2.4 × 1017 Hz) temporarily. The
shift seems to occur primarily during flaring episodes, as
observed in 1996 by Giommi et al. (2000) and more recently in
2016 by MAGIC Collaboration (2020a). This behaviour follows
the common harder-when-brighter trend observed in other BL
Lac type objects (Krawczynski et al. 2004; Acciari et al. 2021;
MAGIC Collaboration 2021). With the Swift-XRT observations
gathered during the multi-wavelength campaign presented in this
work we study the X-ray spectral variability over a ∼3 yr time
frame and characterise in deeper detail the occurrence of inter-
mittent EHBL states.

In Fig. 6 we show the Swift-XRT power-law index ΓXRT ver-
sus the 0.3−2 keV and 2−10 keV fluxes over the entire campaign.
ΓXRT is obtained by fitting the power-law model dN/dE ∝ E−ΓXRT

over the 0.3−10 keV range. We note that 68 out of 72 Swift-XRT
fits have a χ2 yielding a p-value below 2σ, indicating that a
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Fig. 5. DCF between OVRO and Fermi-LAT versus the time lag. Pos-
itive lags mean that the OVRO fluxes lag behind the Fermi-LAT ones.
The horizontal dashed lines represent the 2σ (light blue), 3σ (dark blue)
and 4σ (magenta) confidence bands using Monte-Carlo simulations (see
text).

simple power-law model provides a satisfactory description of
the spectrum in the vast majority of cases. Only two observa-
tions reveal a preference for a log-parabolic model at a signifi-
cance above 3σ. For the 0.3−2 keV band, the spectral hardness
does not show any hint of correlation with the flux. On the other
hand, in the 2−10 keV band evidence of a harder-when-brighter
trend is found. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is −0.5±0.1
with a significance of 4.6σ. The three days during the 2019 flare
at VHE are highlighted in blue, and show a softening of the
emission throughout the flux-decaying phase. The fact that the
harder-when-brighter trend is mostly visible when looking at the
2−10 keV band may be due to a larger variability in the latter
band compared to the 0.3−2 keV band. For completeness, we
list in Appendix B the spectral results of each Swift-XRT obser-
vation both using a power-law and a log-parabola model.

A significant fraction of the measurements have ΓXRT <
2, suggesting a synchrotron peak frequency located above or
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Fig. 6. X-ray power-law index versus flux over the multi-wavelength campaign using Swift-XRT data. Fluxes are nightly binned. The blue mea-
surements correspond to the flaring state in August 2019 and the arrows show the direction of time. The green and violet markers correspond to
the “soft flare” (October 5, 2019) and “hard low state” (September 20, 2020) periods.

around 1 keV, in agreement with an EHBL behaviour. The
hint of anticorrelation in the right panel of Fig. 6 suggests
that an increased 2−10 keV flux generally correlates with an
EHBL state. Nevertheless, throughout the campaign several out-
liers exist pointing towards a more complex phenomenology. In
Fig. 6, we highlight two emblematic outliers. The first one is a
soft X-ray flare that occurred on October 5, 2019 (MJD 58761)
and it is plotted with a magenta diamond marker. The second one
is a hard low state on September 20, 2020 (MJD 59112), plotted
with a green square marker.

The soft X-ray flare is identified by a 0.3−2 keV flux of
∼3.5 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1, which is by far the highest flux mea-
sured in this band over the campaign. Also, the 2−10 keV state
is among the highest measured. On the other hand, it shows
one of the softest states during the campaign and ΓXRT ≈ 2.17,
implying a synchrotron peak below 1 keV despite the high state.
The measurement clearly stands out from the rest of the points
in Fig. 6. It is worth mentioning that on that day, a simultane-
ous MAGIC measurement yields a flux above 300 GeV around
8% of the Crab Nebula, which is twice the nonflaring state of
1ES 2344+514 (Allen et al. 2017). The analysis of Fermi-LAT
data averaged over one day centred around October 5, 2019
yields a ∼4.3σ detection and a flux in the 0.3−300 GeV band of
(5.2±2.9)×10−8 cm−2 s−1. This is about 5 times the monthly aver-
age around that date, although the relatively large uncertainty
prevents us from firmly claiming the presence of an MeV–GeV
flare. In any case, such a flare would not be surprising since in
leptonic models the electrons emitting in the 0.3−2 keV band are
also responsible for the MeV–GeV flux (Tavecchio et al. 1998).

Regarding the hard low state day, both the 0.3−2 keV and
2−10 keV fluxes are relatively low, around 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1.
On the other hand, it shows one of the hardest spectra with
ΓXRT ≈ 1.8. The source is thus in an EHBL state despite the
low activity. In fact, the X-ray spectrum exhibited a similar hard-
ness as during the VHE flare. A VHE measurement performed
a few hours after Swift reveals a low flux of 4% of the Crab
Nebula. The X-ray spectral evolution during those two peculiar

epochs goes against the typical harder-when-brighter relation.
An EHBL state in 1ES 2344+514 thus occurs independently
from the flux activity. We note that a comparable hard low state
is visible in Fig. 7 at ΓXRT ≈ 1.75 with a 0.3−2.0 keV flux of
∼10−11 erg cm−2 s−1. The later measurement, which has one of
the lowest 0.3−2 keV fluxes, indicates that an EHBL state in
low activity is a feature that repeats over time. No simultaneous
MAGIC data are available.

In Fig. 7, the Swift-XRT SEDs for those two selected out-
liers are plotted, together with the Swift-UVOT measurements to
obtain a comprehensive view of the synchrotron component. The
flare state on August 6, 2019 is also plotted with blue markers.
Fig. 7 emphasises a strong X-ray spectral variability, inconsistent
with the harder-when-brighter evolution (as already mentioned).

4.1.1. Evidence of a UV excess

Another interesting result from Fig. 7 stems from an apparent mis-
match between the X-ray and UV fluxes during the hard low state
(green markers). In other words, the extrapolation to lower ener-
gies of the Swift-XRT spectrum falls significantly below the Swift-
UVOT data points (by a factor∼2.5). In Fig. 7, a green dashed line
shows the extrapolation to lower energies of the best-fit power-
law model. The corresponding X-ray power-law index is signifi-
cantly below 2 (ΓXRT = 1.82±0.05), while the energy flux around
the low-energy Swift-XRT points is at the level or even below the
Swift-UVOT measurements. In addition to that, the fluxes in the
three Swift-UVOT filters point towards a relatively hard spectrum
in the UV, further confirming the mismatch between the Swift-
XRT and Swift-UVOT data. Using a two-point photon index for-
mula, ΓUV = −

log (FUVW1/FUVW2)
log(νUVW1/νUVW2) + 1 (see e.g. Foschini et al. 2015),

we estimate the spectral index in the UV to be ΓUV = 1.7 ± 0.4
(we neglect in this computation the host-galaxy contribution). For
the other days shown in Fig. 7, the evidence for an excess is less
apparent. The combination of a hard and particularly low X-ray
state on September 20, 2020 renders its detection easier. The other
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Fig. 7. Optical/UV and X-ray emission during specific states. The violet
markers depict the Swift spectrum during a soft flare on October 5, 2019,
during which the power-law index is above 2, indicating a synchrotron
peak energy below 1 keV. The green markers display the Swift spectrum
during a low but hard state on September 20, 2020. During the latter
day, the source is in an EHBL state despite the particularly low flux.
An extrapolation of the X-ray best-fit power-law model to lower energy
(shown with a green dashed line) suggests a UV excess and possibly
indicates a second component contributing to the synchrotron SED. The
orange and maroon markers correspond to the deep exposure 1 and deep
exposure 2 SEDs. The blue markers represent the Swift spectrum dur-
ing the VHE flare on August 6, 2019. Grey points are archival measure-
ments from the SSDC database for comparison purposes. The black
dotted line is the host-galaxy template, also taken from the SWIRE
database.

hard low state visible in Fig. 7 mentioned in the previous section,
which is characterised by ΓXRT ≈ 1.75 and a 0.3−2.0 keV flux
of ∼10−11 erg cm−2 s−1, displays the same mismatch between the
UV data and the Swift-XRT spectrum.

The contribution from the host galaxy plotted as a black
dotted line in Fig. 7 is negligible in the UV band (.10%;
Raiteri et al. 2014), in particular for the UVOT W2 filter, and
cannot explain the UV excess. We consider here a host template
of a 13 Gyr old elliptical galaxy taken from the SWIRE12 library
Polletta et al. (2007). Using different elliptical templates, such
as the one from Kinney et al. (1996), indicates a similar host
contribution in the UV band, and thus leads to the same con-
clusions. Overall, such a spectral feature indicates two different
electron populations contributing to the UV and X-ray emission
of 1ES 2344+514 (see Sects. 5 and 6).

4.1.2. XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat deep exposures

This section presents the spectral results of the long X-ray expo-
sures that took place simultaneously with multi-hour MAGIC
observations, deep exposure 1 and deep exposure 2. The first
one took place on July 23, 2020 and includes X-ray data from
XMM-Newton and NuSTAR. The second exposure includes XMM-
Newton and AstroSat-SXT X-ray data and happened on August 6,
2021. Table 1 summarises the exposures for each instrument. The

12 http://www.iasf-milano.inaf.it/~polletta/templates/
swire_templates.html

combination of XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat provides
an unprecedented characterisation of the synchrotron emission
around the SED peak frequency for 1ES 2344+514.

The spectra are fitted with a fixed Galactic column den-
sity of hydrogen (NH = 1.41 × 1021 cm−2) using a power-law
and a log-parabola model: dN/dE ∝ (E/E0)−Γ and dN/dE ∝
(E/E0)−α−β log E/E0 , with E0 = 1 keV as the pivot energy. For
all instruments, we average the spectrum over the entire expo-
sure time given the low flux variability and the absence of
significant intraday spectral variability. The XMM-Newton spec-
tral parameters are derived by simultaneously fitting the EPIC
PN, MOS1, and MOS2 data. Regarding the deep exposure
1 epoch, the parameters are obtained from XMM-Newton-only
data as well as the combined XMM-Newton+NuSTAR spectra
given that the two instruments complement each other in energy.
In all cases and for both nights, from the XMM-Newton fits the
power-law model is significantly rejected (>5σ), implying the
detection of a curvature in the 0.3−10 keV range. In what fol-
lows, we thus only consider and discuss the log-parabola model.

The results of the fits are listed in Table 3. The last column is
the extracted synchrotron peak frequency, νsynch,p, that is obtained
in XSPEC using the eplogpar model (which is essentially the
same function as the log parabola defined earlier, but refactored
such that νsynch,p becomes an explicit parameter of the model).
Deep exposure 1, where the 2−10 keV flux is slightly higher,
shows a harder α with respect to the deep exposure 2 epoch (α =
1.94± 0.01 versus α = 2.07± 0.01 from the XMM-Newton data).
In addition, the curvature β is significantly more pronounced dur-
ing deep exposure 2. Such harder-when-brighter evolution is con-
firmed by the evolution of νsynch,p. The fits yield a small, but sig-
nificant shift of νsynch,p between the two epochs. We find νsynch,p =
1.32 ± 0.04 keV for deep exposure 1 while during deep expo-
sure 2 XMM-Newton and AstroSat consistently unveil a lower
value: νsynch,p = 0.82 ± 0.03 keV for XMM-Newton and νsynch,p =
0.97 ± 0.12 keV using AstroSat. It is worth noting that despite
the low activity νsynch,p is larger than 1 keV for deep exposure
1, thus within the EHBL family according to the definition of
Costamante et al. (2001). In conclusion, similarly to what is dis-
cussed in the previous section, 1ES 2344+514 can show EHBL
behaviour also in low states. In Fig. 7 we show the XMM-Newon
and NuSTAR SEDs. For XMM-Newton only the data from EPIC-
pn camera are used to build the SED for simplicity and also given
the larger number of counts compared to the ones in the MOS1
and MOS2 cameras. The UV data at ν > 1015 Hz (obtained from
the XMM-Newton OM instrument) receive negligible contribution
from the host galaxy (Raiteri et al. 2014).

Regarding deep exposure 1 the difference in the parameters
between the XMM-Newton-only and XMM-Newton/NuSTAR-
combined fits is not significant. This indicates a smooth con-
nection between the soft X-ray band (up to ∼10 keV) covered
by XMM-Newton and the hard X-ray band covered by NuS-
TAR (&10 keV). We also stress that the cross-calibration fac-
tors (derived from the fits in Xspec) between XMM-Newton
and NuSTAR are all below 15%, thus within the systemat-
ics of the scientific instrumentation onboard these two space-
crafts (Madsen et al. 2017). For the deep exposure 2 epoch, the
AstroSat-SXT spectral parameters (derived in the 0.7−7 keV
range) are consistent with the ones obtained in the 0.4−10 keV
band by XMM-Newton.

4.2. VHE spectral evolution

The MAGIC observations are used to probe the spectral variabil-
ity in the VHE band. Unfortunately, given the low flux, the VHE
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Table 3. X-ray spectral parameters from XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat-SXT observations using a log-parabola model during the deep
exposures with MAGIC.

Epoch/date Instruments Flux α β χ2/d.o.f. νsynch,p

[10−11 erg cm−2 s−1] [keV]

Deep exposure 1
July 23, 2020 XMM-Newton 1.06 ± 0.01 1.94 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.02 476.7/449 1.32 ± 0.04

XMM-Newton + NuSTAR 1.05 ± 0.01 1.94 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.02 794.6/782 1.33 ± 0.04
Deep exposure 2
August 6, 2021 XMM-Newton 0.75 ± 0.01 2.07 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.02 518.4/429 0.82 ± 0.03

AstroSat-SXT 0.93 ± 0.02 2.01 ± 0.14 0.51 ± 0.27 108/113 0.97 ± 0.12

Notes. In the case of XMM-Newton and XMM-Newton + NuSTAR fits, the fluxes are given in the 2−10 keV band. The AstroSat-SXT flux is
computed in the 0.7−7 keV band. The normalisation energy is 1 keV and the Galactic column density of hydrogen is fixed to NH = 1.41×1021 cm−2.

Table 4. MAGIC spectral parameters for epochs of interest obtained from a power-law fit (dN/dE = f0(E/E0)−ΓVHE ) between 100 GeV and 2 TeV.

Epoch Date Flux> 300 GeV f0 ΓVHE χ2/d.o.f.
[10−11 cm−2 s−1] [10−11 cm−2 s−1 TeV−1]

August 6, 2019 2.58 ± 0.47 3.5 ± 0.6 1.9 ± 0.2 7.3/3
VHE flare period August 7, 2019 1.55 ± 0.38 2.3 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.2 7.3/4

August 8, 2019 0.73 ± 0.30 1.0 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.5 0.1/1
Soft X-ray flare October 5, 2019 0.98 ± 0.31 1.3 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.3 3.4/3
Hard low X-ray state September 21, 2020 0.54 ± 0.23 0.5 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.5 3.2/1
Deep exposure 1 July 23, 2020 0.46 ± 0.16 0.7 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.3 7.8/3
Deep exposure 2 August 6, 2021 0.26 ± 0.12 0.3 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.4 1.8/1
2020 Average 0.44 ± 0.06 0.7 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 6.7/4
2021 Average 0.21 ± 0.07 0.3 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.4 1.5/3

Notes. The normalisation energy is 500 GeV and the data are corrected for EBL absorption using the EBL template of Domínguez et al. (2011).

spectral slope cannot be resolved with high resolution on a single
snapshot for most of the MAGIC observing nights. A meaning-
ful VHE spectral study on a daily timescale over the full cam-
paign is thus not possible (unlike in the X-ray with Swift-XRT,
XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat). Thus, we limit the VHE
spectral study to a few specific epochs of interest: the VHE flar-
ing period, the soft X-ray flare, and the deep exposures nights
simultaneous with XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat. We
also compute a VHE spectrum using a MAGIC observation close
to the hard low state in the X-ray discussed earlier. The corre-
sponding MAGIC observation is not strictly simultaneous with
the Swift-XRT one, but took place roughly 14 h after. All spec-
tra are fitted between 100 GeV and 2 TeV with a simple power-
law spectrum, dN/dE = f0(E/E0)−ΓVHE , with E0 = 500 GeV
the normalisation energy. This simple function provides a sat-
isfactory description of the data, and the preference for a log-
parabola model (one additional degree of freedom) is always
below 3σ. All parameters are computed after correcting the spec-
tra for extragalactic background light (EBL) absorption using the
template EBL model from Domínguez et al. (2011).

Table 4 lists the resulting best-fit parameters. Evidence of
daily timescale spectral variability is measured between the first
and the second days of the flare. On August 6, 2019, the bright-
est day of the flare, the spectrum is hard with ΓVHE = 1.9 ± 0.2.
On the night after, August 7, 2019, the spectrum steepens to
ΓVHE = 2.5 ± 0.2 together with the flux. This harder-when-
brighter trend closely follows what is also measured in the X-ray
(see blue points in Fig. 6 and Sect. 4.1). During the flaring event
in 2016 discussed by MAGIC Collaboration (2020a), the power-

law index is around 2.0−2.1 (depending on the exact day), being
consistent with what we report here for the peak activity of the
August 2019 flare. Regarding the soft X-ray flare night, the spec-
trum is similarly hard (ΓVHE = 1.8±0.3), although the VHE flux
is close to the quiescent state (8% of the Crab Nebula). Regard-
ing the night close to the hard low state in the X-ray band, the
uncertainty of the slope (ΓVHE = 2.1 ± 0.5) does not allow us to
make any strong claim about the VHE spectral shape.

During the deep exposure nights (together with XMM-
Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat), ΓVHE is around 2.4−2.5 and
remains consistent within statistical uncertainties. Differently
from the X-ray (see previous section), no VHE spectral variabil-
ity is measured during those nights, which may also be due to
the limited sensitivity of MAGIC compared to XMM-Newton,
NuSTAR, and AstroSat.

In Table 4 we also show the power-law index derived for the
entire 2020 year, during which we do not find any significant
flare. The best-fit index is ΓVHE = 2.4 ± 0.1, similar to the deep
exposure nights as well as to the days following the peak VHE
activity on August 6, 2019. Within (statistical and systematic)
uncertainties, such an average slope is consistent with previ-
ous measurements during quiescent states (Albert et al. 2007;
Aleksić et al. 2013; Allen et al. 2017). During 2021, the total
detection significance is only ∼2σ, preventing a precise deter-
mination of the average spectral hardness. The correspond-
ing best-fit index is ΓVHE = 2.3 ± 0.4, consistent with the
2020 average.

Overall, the MAGIC observations unveil VHE spectral vari-
ability, although moderate. Except during the August 2019 VHE
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flare and soft X-ray flare in October 2019, the measured power
law is typically around ΓVHE ≈ 2.4−2.5 (consistent with pub-
lished work during quiescent states). In Appendix C, we overlaid
the best-fit MAGIC power-law models in order to better appre-
ciate the spectral variability.

5. Multi-wavelength characterisation of the
quiescent activity and its broad-band modelling

Figure 8 shows the broad-band SEDs during the deep exposure 1
and deep exposure 2 epochs. The corresponding VHE emis-
sion is at the level of ∼4% and ∼2% of the Crab Nebula above
300 GeV, respectively (see Table 4). The 2−10 keV fluxes are
close to 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 (see Table 3). As highlighted in the
Sect. 1, such flux levels correspond to the quiescent activity
of the source. The MAGIC spectra are corrected for the EBL
absorption effects. In view of the low detection significance by
MAGIC for deep exposure 2, the corresponding VHE SED con-
tains only one point with a ∼2σ signal. We thus complement
the VHE spectrum with a butterfly envelope indicating the 1σ
statistical uncertainty on the spectral shape derived from the
power-law fit. In the radio, we use the closest OVRO measure-
ments, which took place .1 day away from the one of MAGIC
but can be assumed as simultaneous given the low variability at
such energies (see Sect. 3.2). For the UV data, we consider the
fluxes from the XMM-Newton OM instrument that were obtained
simultaneously with the X-ray measurements. Regarding Fermi-
LAT, the SEDs are averaged over 1 month around the deep expo-
sure 1 observation and over 2 months around deep exposure 2.
Such integration times are needed to achieve a significant detec-
tion (TS> 25). The grey data points are the archival measure-
ments retrieved from the SSDC. A comparison with the archival
data reveals that the source is probed in one of its lowest VHE
gamma-ray states measured so far. For deep exposure 2, the
X-ray flux is also among the lowest.

The extensive multi-wavelength coverage allows us to model
the emission assuming a leptonic scenario (Maraschi et al.
1992; Tavecchio et al. 1998; Krawczynski et al. 2004) in order
to constrain the physical properties of the quiescent state of
1ES 2344+514. The leptonic scenario considered here involves
synchrotron radiation by a population of relativistic electrons as
well as IC scattering off the synchrotron photons (the so-called
SSC model). The particle interaction processes are computed
using routines from the JetSeT software (Massaro et al. 2006;
Tramacere et al. 2009, 2011; Tramacere 2020).

In light of the results presented in Sect. 4.1, which provides
strong evidence that two separate particle populations contribute
to the synchrotron emission, we consider a two-component
model. The two components consist of two spherical regions
homogeneously filled with electrons that are spatially separated
and, thus, not interacting with each other. Further, we assume
that each component is embedded in a homogeneous magnetic
field. One region, dubbed as “variable”, dominates the emission
from optical to VHE. The second region, that we call “core”,
dominates mostly in the radio but brings a quite relevant con-
tribution to the IR/optical/UV spectrum such that it is respon-
sible for the UV excess reported in Sect. 4.1. For simplicity,
we assume that the two components are streaming down the
jet with the same speed, and both having a Doppler factor of
δ = 10. This value is in reasonable agreement with those derived
by Hovatta et al. (2009) and Lister et al. (2021) with Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations, from the variabil-
ity brightness temperature in the radio (Liodakis et al. 2018a),

as well as those obtained from SED modelling of BL Lac type
objects (Tavecchio et al. 2010).

The electron distribution in the variable component is mod-
elled as a broken power-law distribution,

dN′

dγ′
(γ′) =

{
N′0 γ

′−n1 , γ′min < γ
′ < γ′br

N′0 γ
′
br

n2−n1γ′−n2 , γ′br < γ
′ < γ′max,

(5)

where N′0 is a normalisation constant. The corresponding elec-
tron energy density is given by U′e (in [erg cm−3]). Also, γ′min,
γ′br, and γ′max are defined as the minimum, break, and maximum
Lorentz factor, respectively. We stress that a simple power-law
model, which has one degree of freedom less, provides a signif-
icantly worse description of the X-ray spectrum. Hence, such
a simple function is not a solution here and a model includ-
ing a break (or any kind of steepening) is required to describe
the X-ray emission. The size of the variable component is set
to R′ = 2 × 1016 cm. It is in agreement with the constraint
from causality arguments, R′ . δ · c · tvar,obs (Tavecchio et al.
1998), where tvar,obs is the observed variability timescale, being
tvar,obs ∼ 1 day in the X-ray and VHE (see Sect. 3). As described
in the previous paragraph, δ is fixed to 10.

Regarding the core component, the electron distribution is
modelled with a simple power-law function, dN′/dγ′ = N′0γ

′−n

with γ′min < γ
′ < γ′max, since the sparsity of the data between the

radio and optical/UV does not allow us to constrain functions
with a higher degree of complexity. To limit the degrees of free-
dom, we set γ′max to the value at which the synchrotron cooling
break occurs. For this, we equate the synchrotron cooling time
to the advection time (or effective escape time) of the electrons
given by t′esc ≈ R′/c (Inoue & Takahara 1996).

The core component from our model is considered as the
radio core of 1ES 2344+514 unveiled by VLBI data. Hence, the
radius is fixed to R′ = 1017 cm, similar to the size of the radio
core at 15.4 GHz. Based on VLBI data, Aleksić et al. (2013)
reported a size for the 15.4 GHz core of 0.07 ± 0.04 mas, equiv-
alent to ∼2 × 1017 cm at the distance of 1ES 2344+514. As an
additional constraint, we require the core component to be at
equipartition – the electron energy density is equal to that of
the magnetic field, U′e = U′B. Between the two epochs mod-
elled here, the physical parameters of the core component are
identical given the low flux variability observed in the radio (see
Sect. 3.2).

The resulting models are shown in Fig. 8: the dark-blue
dashed line is the emission from the core, the violet dash-dotted
line is the emission from the variable region, and the light-blue
solid line is the sum of both components. The dark dotted line,
around ∼1014−1015 Hz, is the contribution from the host galaxy
estimated with an elliptical galaxy template borrowed from
SWIRE database and scaled to the redshift of 1ES 2344+514.
The values of the model parameters derived for both days and
both emitting components are listed in Table 5. The model is
able to describe the data from radio to VHE satisfactorily. The
core component only dominates in the radio, and is clearly neg-
ligible in the gamma rays with respect to the variable region.

By construction and as mentioned previously, the parame-
ters of the core component are assumed to be the same between
the two days. This assumption seems to be reasonable as it pro-
vides an appropriate prediction of the radio flux (at 15 GHz
as measured by OVRO). Regarding the variable region, the
most significant differences in the parameters between the deep
exposure 1 and deep exposure 2 models are related to the elec-
tron population. More specifically, the high-energy slope of
the electron distribution (given by n2) is softer during deep
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Fig. 8. Broad-band SEDs during the simultaneous MAGIC, XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat observations. The panel on the left shows the
SED from the deep exposure 1 epoch (July 23, 2020) while the panel on the right is during the deep exposure 2 epoch (August 6, 2021). The results
of the 2-component SSC modelling is also shown: the dashed dark-blue line is the emission from the core region, while the violet dash-dotted
line is the emission from the variable region (see text for more details). The sum of the two components is plotted in a continuous light-blue line.
The parameter values of the model are listed in Table 5. The large bump in the optical domain (black dashed curve) is the emission from the host
galaxy modelled with the template from the SWIRE database (Polletta et al. 2007). As in Fig. 7, grey points are archival measurements from the
SSDC database.

Table 5. Parameters of the two-components SSC models obtained for the MAGIC, XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat simultaneous observing
nights.

Variable region Core region
Parameters Deep exposure 1 Deep exposure 2

July 23, 2020 August 6, 2021

B′ [10−2 G] 5.5 6.3 5.0
R′ [1016 cm] 2 2 10
δ 10 10 10
U′e [10−3 erg cm−3] 6.9 4.9 0.1
n1 2.60 2.55 2.15
n2 3.66 4.29 –
γ′min 2 × 103 2 × 103 10
γ′br 4.9 × 105 3.7 × 105 –
γ′max 8 × 106 8 × 106 9.3 × 104

Notes. See text in Sect. 5 for the description of each parameter.

exposure 2. Additionally, γ′br is slightly lower on the latter day:
this is consistent with the harder-when-brighter trend reported in
Sect. 4.1.2.

The break in the electron distribution in the variable region
for the deep exposure 1 SED is n2 − n1 = 1.06 and occurs at
γ′br = 4.9 × 105. Homogeneous models (as the one considered
here) predict an electron cooling break due to synchrotron radi-
ation of n2 − n1 = 1, similar to the value obtained here. Fur-
thermore, assuming an electron advection time of t′esc = R′/c
(see, e.g. Inoue & Takahara 1996), the theoretical break location
falls within ∼25% from the value of our model. We stress that
the location and the strength of the break are derived directly
from X-ray data and not fixed a priori based on physical assump-
tions. The break observed during the deep exposure 1 epoch
may thus be associated with synchrotron cooling. For deep
exposure 2, although γ′br agrees well with synchrotron cooling
(within ∼25%), its strength is greater (n2−n1 ≈ 1.8) than theoret-

ically expected if caused solely by synchrotron radiation. Either
additional effects related to the source geometry (for instance,
inhomogeneities in the emitting region; see Reynolds 2009) are
taking place, or the break may also be intrinsic to the underlying
acceleration process.

The extrapolation to lower energies of the X-ray emission
from the variable region falls below the UV data points, leading
to a similar UV excess reported in Sect. 4.1. In our model, the
UV excess is due to a significant contribution by the core region
to the UV flux. The additional core component contributes to the
total UV flux at the level of 45% for both epochs.

As an alternative to the broken power-law function to model
the electron distribution, we test a log-parabolic model with a
low-energy power-law branch (LPPL; Massaro et al. 2006):

dN′

dγ′
(γ′) =

{
N′0 γ

′−n, γ′min < γ
′ < γ′c

N′0 γ
′−n−r log γ′/γ′c , γ′c < γ

′ < γ′max,
(6)
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where r quantifies the curvature, and γ′c is the energy above
which the curvature occurs in the distribution. The motivation for
testing this alternative function is twofold. First, several works
showed that a log-parabola distribution may naturally arise in
case of stochastic acceleration in magnetic turbulence or any
acceleration process in which the acceleration probability is
energy dependent (Kardashev 1962; Massaro et al. 2004a, 2006;
Tramacere et al. 2009). The power-law branch in the low-energy
part of the distribution may originate from first-order Fermi
acceleration (diffusive shock acceleration). The LPPL function is
thus physically motivated by simultaneous Fermi first-order and
second-order (i.e. stochastic) acceleration processes. Second, as
shown in Sect. 4.1.2, the sensitive X-ray observations clearly
indicate a curved spectrum in agreement with a log-parabola
shape.

In order to model the SEDs with Eq. (6), the slope of the low-
energy power-law branch (n) is fixed to n1, being the index of the
low-energy part of the broken power-law model used previously
(see Table 5). Further, γ′min and γ′max are fixed to the same values
as in Table 5. The fitting routines of JetSeT are eventually used
to find the best-fit parameters for the electron distribution.

Both SEDs are well described with the LPPL function as
a model for the electron distribution. The data do not allow us
to find a significant preference between the broken power-law
and LPPL models. For deep exposure 1, we find r = 1.00 and
γ′c = 2.86 × 105. Regarding deep exposure 2, we obtain r = 2.17
and γ′c = 2.50×105. We summarised in Appendix D the resulting
values for all the modelling parameters. From these results, two
interesting aspects deserve to be stressed. First, one finds that r ≈
4β, where β is the curvature of the log-parabola fit to the XMM-
Newton and NuSTAR spectra (see Table 3). This relationship is
in good agreement with the expected relationship between the
synchrotron spectrum curvature and the electron distribution cur-
vature parameter if one assumes the δ-approximation for the
computation of the synchrotron flux (see, e.g. Massaro et al.
2004b). Second, the curvature r is anticorrelated with the loca-
tion of the synchrotron peak energy: r is twice as high on
deep exposure 2 with respect to deep exposure 1, while the
synchrotron peak energy is lower (νsynch,p = 0.8 keV versus
νsynch,p = 1.3 keV; see Table 3). This anticorrelation trend is
consistent with a regime in which stochastic acceleration is the
dominant factor responsible for the flux and spectral variability
Tramacere et al. (2011).

6. Discussions

6.1. Intermittent EHBL behaviour

One of the primary goals of our study is a systematic char-
acterisation of the X-ray and VHE spectral evolution over a
multi-year period to better assess the origin of the intermittent
EHBL characteristics. Previous works showed that drastic spec-
tral changes implying an EHBL nature can correlate with out-
burst phases, although the picture remains elusive given that
these studies were performed over short time ranges (unlike the
one presented here) and also mostly focussed on flaring states
(e.g. Giommi et al. 2000; MAGIC Collaboration 2020a).

Using almost three years of Swift-XRT data, our results
indeed confirm a general harder-when-brighter evolution in the
X-ray with an EHBL behaviour in the synchrotron domain
more likely to occur in higher emission states. The anticorre-
lation between the power-law index ΓXRT and the 2−10 keV
flux is significant at the level of 4.6σ (see Sect. 4.1). Above a
2−10 keV flux of ∼1.7 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1, all spectra display

ΓXRT < 2, that is, a synchrotron peak energy ≥1 keV and thus
1ES 2344+514 is behaving as an EHBL. During the deep expo-
sure 1 and deep exposure 2 epochs, the synchrotron peak fre-
quency is precisely determined thanks to XMM-Newton, NuS-
TAR, and AstroSat data. A small but significant shift of the peak
frequency is indeed visible between these epochs and corre-
lates positively with the flux. In conclusion, this means that flux
enhancements are likely accompanied by an injection of freshly
accelerated electrons in the radiation zone or due to some reac-
celeration process (see, for instance, Zech & Lemoine 2021).

Nonetheless, the unbiased data sample from Swift-XRT
unveils several outliers to this trend, calling for more complex-
ity. First, one of the softest X-ray spectra from this campaign (on
October 5, 2019) actually coincides with the highest 0.3−2 keV
flux (by far) and also close to the highest 2−10 keV flux. This
outburst has to be caused by an underlying mechanism that
differs from the one driving the general harder-when-brighter
trend visible throughout the campaign. It must be a process that
remains achromatic or only slightly chromatic, like a change in
the electron density or in the Doppler factor δ. Another interest-
ing outlier is September 20, 2020, where despite the low X-ray
flux the Swift-XRT index is ΓXRT ≈ 1.8, implying a synchrotron
peak energy significantly above 1 keV. Figure 7 shows a compar-
ison of the corresponding X-ray SED (green markers) with the
deep exposures by XMM-Newton and NuSTAR during other low-
activity epochs, which are significantly softer. It is interesting
to see in Fig. 7 evidence of an anticorrelation between the soft
X-ray (∼1017 Hz) and the hard X-ray points (∼1018 Hz) when
comparing the green (September 20, 2020) and maroon (deep
exposure 2 – August 6, 2021) SEDs. This implies relatively
strong changes in the acceleration or cooling efficiency of the
electrons without a significant change in the flux level.

An increase in the acceleration efficiency without a signifi-
cant change in the electrons injection luminosity in the emitting
region could qualitatively explain this behaviour. In such a case,
the whole electron distribution would shift to higher energies,
thus amplifying the flux at higher energies and decreasing the
one at lower energies. Another possibility could be a variation
of the magnetic field, while keeping the acceleration efficiency
constant: assuming a system close to equilibrium in which syn-
chrotron radiation and adiabatic expansion are the dominant
cooling processes, a decrease in B′ over time would shift the
cooling break in the electron distribution to higher energy, hence
leading to an anticorrelation between the rising and falling edges
of the synchrotron bump. MAGIC Collaboration (2021) put for-
ward such a scenario to explain a 3σ anticorrelation in Mrk 421
between the UV and X-ray emission (which correspond to the
rising and falling edge of the synchrotron SED component).

We note that intermittent shifts of the synchrotron peak
above 1 keV in low activity is particularly rare, and to our knowl-
edge it was only found in Mrk 501 so far (Ahnen et al. 2018). In
conclusion, our results consolidate the hypothesis that being an
EHBL is a temporary feature instead of an intrinsic characteristic
(at least for a subset of EHBLs).

As for the spectral evolution at VHE, the MAGIC data do
not allow us to perform a systematic spectral study on a daily
timescale. The lower-than-usual VHE state throughout most the
campaign, below 4% Crab Nebula, prevents sufficient photon
statistics to build daily SEDs with meaningful constraints on
the spectral slope for the majority of the days. It is not pos-
sible to firmly identify if shifts of the gamma-ray component
to higher energies systematically coincide (or not) with the one
observed in the synchrotron part. At least, during the VHE flare
in August 2019, the MAGIC spectrum could be determined
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and the power-law slope shows an indication of harder-when-
brighter, as observed simultaneously in the X-ray. The hardest
spectrum is Γ = 1.9± 0.2, thus still in agreement with a gamma-
ray peak below 1 TeV. Overall, we do not find indication that
the source behaved as an extreme-TeV EHBL despite signifi-
cant shift of the synchrotron SED component above 1 keV. From
this point of view, 1ES 2344+514 differs from 1ES 0229+200
or 1ES 1426+426, which have similar synchrotron peak fre-
quencies but a gamma-ray component peaking above 1 TeV
(Foffano et al. 2019; Biteau et al. 2020).

6.2. Origin of the UV excess and modelling of the quiescent
state

In this work, we report strong evidence of (at least) two emit-
ting components contributing to the synchrotron flux from the
IR to the X-ray. It is suggested from the detection of a UV
excess during a hard low state in the X-ray on September 20,
2020: the UV flux as measured by Swift-UVOT lies signifi-
cantly above the extrapolation to lower energies of the Swift-
XRT spectrum. The SED modelling of the two long exposures
with sensitive X-ray data from XMM-Newton and NuSTAR (July
23, 2020 and August 6, 2021) also indicates the presence of such
an excess, as discussed earlier. The excess is especially apparent
on September 20, 2020 with respect to the other days, which is
likely due to the combination of a low, but hard X-ray spectrum
on this particular date.

A discontinuity in the low-energy SED component was pre-
viously noted in the low-frequency peak BL Lac (LBL) object
AO 0235+16 (Raiteri et al. 2006). The UV-to-X-ray spectrum of
AO 0235+16 may be reconciled by introducing a thermal com-
ponent. The latter hypothesis is, however, highly improbable
for 1ES 2344+514 (see below). Regarding HBLs and EHBLs,
some evidence was found in 1ES 0229+200, RGB 0710+591
(Costamante et al. 2018), and Mrk 501 (MAGIC Collaboration
2020b) based on SED modelling. Nevertheless, the UV/X-ray
mismatch shown here for 1ES 2344+514 is quite pronounced
and evident: the energy flux around the low-energy end of the
hard Swift-XRT spectrum on September 20, 2020 is equal to or
even below the one in the Swift-UVOT filters, which was not the
case in the studies mentioned before.

The host galaxy is unlikely to be the origin of the UV excess
given that in the UV the contribution is negligible (in partic-
ular in the UV M2 and UVW2 filters). As also discussed by
Costamante et al. (2018), an unaccounted UV thermal compo-
nent from the host (e.g. because of a burst of massive star for-
mation following a recent merger) is very unlikely since this
emission would need to be more than an order of magnitude
larger than the template used in this work to model the thermal
emission from a giant elliptical galaxy. Instead, a more natural
solution is that this excess originates from a second population
of nonthermal electrons. Such a second population might be less
energetic than the one emitting the X-ray/gamma-ray flux and
located in larger regions, possibly in downstream parts of the jet.

To investigate the latter scenario, we use the two MAGIC
observations simultaneous with NuSTAR, XMM-Newton, and
AstroSat (July 23, 2020 and August 6, 2021), which provide the
most detailed broad-band view of the quiescent activity of this
source (see Sect. 5). We find that a two-component scenario like
the one mentioned above is able to well describe the SEDs. In our
model, the IR/optical to VHE flux is dominated by a relatively
compact region (dubbed as variable) filled with highly energetic
electrons (γ′min = 2 × 103 and γ′max = 8 × 106). The second com-
ponent (dubbed as core) is then introduced to explain the UV

excess. The corresponding electron population is less energetic
than in the variable region (γ′min = 10 and γ′max = 9 × 104). Its
synchrotron SED peaks in the UV band, while in the gamma-ray
band it is subdominant by more than an order of magnitude with
respect to the variable region.

Further, our modelling supports the idea that this second
component responsible for the UV excess can be attributed to
the 10 GHz radio core. As seen in Fig. 8, it well explains the flux
measured by OVRO at 15 GHz, and the region radius (∼10−1 pc)
is in agreement with VLBI observations at similar frequencies.
We also note that a break happens in the model below ∼1011 Hz
(see Fig. 8), which is due to synchrotron self-absorption (Konigl
1981). Based on the parameters of the core component, we find
that the self-absorption optical depth τν becomes ∼1 at a fre-
quency of about 5 GHz. Since the surface of unity optical depth
is a defining property of a radio core (Blandford & Königl 1979),
this further suggests that the UV excess comes from the radio
core at a frequency close to 10 GHz.

Lindfors et al. (2016) presented a study of the optical (R-
band) and radio (15 GHz data from OVRO) emission from a
sample of VHE-emitting BL Lac type objects. By exploiting the
variability patterns, Lindfors et al. (2016) extracted information
about the different regions contributing to the jet emission. In
1ES 2344+514, it was concluded that at least 25% of the optical
flux is radiated in the same region as the one responsible for the
15 GHz emission. The model we present in Sect. 5 is in good
agreement with this conclusion as it predicts that ∼40% of the
total (host-galaxy subtracted) R-band flux comes from the region
describing the radio data.

In Sect. 3.4, we report a 3σ positive correlation between
OVRO and Fermi-LAT. A 2σ indication was reported by
Liodakis et al. (2018b), also using OVRO and Fermi-LAT, but
over a ∼9 yr period. In this work, using a more extensive set
over ∼13 yr, the significance is marginally higher. The highest
correlation occurs at a time lag of ∼90 days (meaning the radio
lags behind the gamma rays), but the uncertainty is large and the
lag is not precisely constrained. Future long-term monitoring is
needed to confirm the existence of a correlation and to obtain a
better constraint on the time lag that is needed to narrow down
the underling physical process. A positive correlation with the
radio lagging behind the gamma rays is relatively common in BL
Lacs (Max-Moerbeck et al. 2014a). One plausible explanation is
the evolution of the electron population, which first emits the
gamma-ray flux and then cools down to lower energies to radiate
radio photons. The cooling time thus drives the radio/gamma-ray
lag, which can reach monthly timescales (see, e.g. Hovatta et al.
2015). In an alternative scenario, the lag is explained by an evo-
lution of the optical transparency throughout the jet. The gamma-
ray emitting zone starts opaque at radio frequencies (because of
synchrotron self-absorption), and due to (for example) adiabatic
expansion (for detailed modelling, see Tramacere et al. 2022),
gradually becomes transparent to the radio. In the framework of
our modelling for the low state presented above, the former sce-
nario is favoured. The high γ′min in the variable region (∼103)
implies that the emission in the 15 GHz band is essentially neg-
ligible compared to the core region and, thus, the radio opacity
does not play a role.

6.3. Time-dependent modelling of the 2019 flaring activity

The VHE flare that occurred in August 2019 reveals complex
emission patterns, as discussed in Sect. 3.3. The VHE flux shows
a hint of correlated variability with the 2−10 keV flux, but not
with the 0.3−2 keV emission, which is stable throughout the flare
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despite a decay of the VHE flux by a factor of ∼3.5 (see Fig. 4).
The VHE flare appears orphan when one considers only the
0.3−2 keV energies. In the other bands, no outburst is measured
in the UV, optical, and radio. However, the Fermi-LAT mea-
surements unveil an approximately daily timescale flare in the
0.3−300 GeV band coinciding with the VHE. Below, we argue
that such multi-wavelength variability features are at odds with a
one-zone SSC scenario, and two emitting components (at least)
must be invoked to describe the multi-wavelength behaviour in
a leptonic approach.

First, the absence of significant variability in the 0.3−2 keV
regime naturally points towards a corresponding emitting region
different than the one responsible for the gamma-ray flare. The
indication of variability in the 2−10 keV band (by a factor ∼2)
may be reconciled by considering that the flaring region remains
subdominant in the soft X-ray (0.3−2 keV), but brings a sizable
contribution to the 2−10 keV flux. In principle, changes affect-
ing only the highest energy part of the electron distribution could
induce a variability of the synchrotron flux in the 2−10 keV band
but not in the 0.3−2 keV band. However, this scenario would
have issues for explaining a Fermi-LAT flare (that we report
here) given that the electrons radiating MeV–GeV photons (via
IC scattering) emit synchrotron photons at much lower energies
than ∼1 keV. Katarzyński et al. (2005) investigated the VHE ver-
sus X-ray correlation behaviour in (TeV-emitting) BL Lac type
objects using a one-zone SSC model. By evolving different phys-
ical parameters driving the flux variability, the authors came to
the conclusion that the VHE/X-ray correlation is mostly linear or
quadratic. Although the exact correlated behaviour is parameter-
dependent and sensitive to the precise energy ranges under con-
sideration, any correlation above a quadratic relationship, as we
clearly see here between the >300 GeV and 0.3−2 keV emission,
demands either an unphysical scenario or a strong fine-tuning of
the parameters. Finally, the evidence of a Fermi-LAT flare but
not in the UV/optical also points towards (at least) two emitting
regions since those SED regions are expected to originate from
the same electron population within typical one-zone SSC mod-
els applied to TeV BL Lacs (Tavecchio et al. 1998). In summary,
within a leptonic scenario, it is highly improbable that the SED
from optical/UV to >1 TeV is dominated by a single component
during the flare.

Following the above arguments, we attempt to describe the
flare using a time-dependent leptonic model involving several
emitting components. We carry out the modelling over the three-
days time span during which we gathered simultaneous MAGIC
and Swift data (August 6–8, 2019 – MJD 58701, MJD 58702,
and MJD 58703). We consider a “quiescent” component describ-
ing the emission state before the flare state and a “flaring”
component responsible for the gamma-ray flare. The quiescent
component is assumed to be in a steady state, while the flaring
component is evolving with time. The JetSeT modelling code is
used to evolve the electron distribution in time. In our scenario,
the two components are not cospatial, and thus not interacting
with each other.

In order to limit the degrees of freedom in the model, the
radius R′ and the Doppler factor δ of the quiescent component
are fixed to the values adopted in Sect. 5 (i.e. R′ = 2 × 1016 cm
and δ = 10). As for the electron distribution, a simple power-law
model (without break) is used, dN′/dγ′ ∝ γ′−n with γ′min < γ′ <
γ′max. No XMM-Newton or NuSTAR data are available over this
time period to precisely constrain the SED below and above the
synchrotron peak, which would be needed to constrain a possible
break in dN′/dγ′. The total electron energy density is given as
U′e.

Table 6. Model parameters of the quiescent component for the mod-
elling of the August 2019 flare.

Parameter Value

B′ [G] 4.6 × 10−2

R′ [cm] 2 × 1016

δ 10
U′e [erg cm−3] 8.2 × 10−3

n 2.38
γ′min 5 × 102

γ′max 106

Notes. See text for a description of the parameters.

In the flaring component a power-law distribution of elec-
trons is instantaneously injected at t0 = MJD 58701 with a slope
of n′inj and with Lorentz factors between γ′min,inj and γ′max,inj.
The initial energy density is U′e,inj. The electrons subsequently
cool, leading to the decay of the flux as observed in the data.
We take into account synchrotron, IC, and adiabatic cooling
mechanisms. Following Tramacere et al. (2022), the adiabatic
expansion of the flaring component occurs at a constant veloc-
ity β′exp = v′exp/c such that the adiabatic cooling timescale
becomes t′ad = R′(t)/β′expc. We define R′0 = R′(t0) as the ini-
tial radius of the flaring component. Owing to energy conserva-
tion (Begelman et al. 1984), the magnetic field depends on R′(t)
as B′(t) = B′0

(
R′0/R

′(t)
)mB

, where B′0 is the initial magnetic field
strength. We fix here mB = 1, implying a fully toroidal configura-
tion of the magnetic field (Begelman et al. 1984). This assump-
tion is in agreement with the results of Tramacere et al. (2022),
who performed a long-term time-dependent modelling of TeV
HBL objects. We assume a value of δ = 20 for the Doppler fac-
tor, twice the one of the quiescent component but still within the
standard range of values found in modelling TeV BL Lac objects
(Tavecchio et al. 2010).

The adopted parameter values for the quiescent and flaring
components are listed in Tables 6 and 7. The resulting model is
plotted in Fig. 9. The emission from the flaring component is
plotted in a dashed line for each day. The emission from the qui-
escent component is shown with a grey dotted-dash line. Finally,
the contribution from the core region introduced in Sect. 5 is also
added, using the same parameters as the one obtained in Sect. 5,
Table 5. The sum of all components is given with continuous
solid lines. We plot with different colours the daily simultane-
ous SEDs. Regarding Fermi-LAT, the SEDs are averaged over
two days for August 6, and August 7, 2019. For August 8, 2019,
a two-week integration period is adopted given the absence of
significant signal over several days around that day.

In general, a relatively good description of the data is
achieved from X-ray to TeV. All data points lie within .2σ
from the modelling curves. The UV data (from Swift-UVOT) is
explained by the emission from the core and quiescent compo-
nent, in analogy to the modelling performed in Sect. 5.

Given the multi-wavelength coverage and temporal sam-
pling, it is challenging to obtain a precise constraint on the adi-
abatic expansion velocity β′exp. Nonetheless, it is interesting to
remark that the adopted value, β′exp = 3 × 10−3, is within the
1σ uncertainty band obtained by Tramacere et al. (2022), who
modelled long-term light curves of the HBL Mrk 421 using a
time-dependent SSC scenario. In our model, values significantly
larger, β′exp & 10−2, are excluded as this leads to a decay of
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Table 7. Model parameters of the flaring component for the modelling
of the August 2019 flare.

Parameter Value

B′0 [G] 10−2

R′0 [cm] 7 × 1015

β′exp 3 × 10−3

δ 20
U′e,inj [erg cm−3] 0.23
ninj 2.65
γ′min,inj 5 × 102

γ′max,inj 107

Notes. See text for a description of the parameters.

the overall IC flux that would be faster than the observed daily
timescale variability. The adiabatic expansion gives rise to a drop
of the IC flux that is particularly pronounced owing to a combi-
nation of the increasing electron volume and reduction of the
target photon density.

The flaring component is significantly Compton dominated.
Relative to the quiescent zone, it remains subdominant in the
X-ray up to ∼10 keV but it dominates in the gamma-ray regime,
particularly during the first two days (August 6, and August
7, 2019). The corresponding Compton dominance, defined as
AC = LIC,peak/Lsynch,peak, where LIC,peak is the luminosity at the
IC peak and Lsynch,peak is the one at the synchrotron peak, is
around AC ≈ 4−5 throughout the three days modelled here. Such
a high AC is achieved by invoking an emitting region that is more
compact and with a higher electron energy density than the qui-
escent zone. The strong Compton dominance leads to an impor-
tant impact of the IC cooling effects (taken into account in our
model), which is even the dominant timescale for electrons with
Lorentz factors γ′ ≈ 105−106. Regarding the quiescent com-
ponent, we have AC ≈ 0.5, typical of BL Lacs type objects in
nonflaring states (Finke 2013).

The injected electron distribution in the flaring component
is softer (ninj = 2.65) with respect to the one in the quies-
cent zone (n = 2.38). ninj is somewhat constrained by the
Fermi-LAT observations since a harder injected spectrum (for
instance, with ninj < 2.5) would start to underpredict the Fermi-
LAT measurements. Those derived indices are somewhat larger
than the canonical index of ∼2.23 expected in shock accel-
eration (Kirk et al. 2000). On the other hand, in the case of
oblique shocks (as in a recollimation scenario, for instance),
the index of the particle distribution may well be larger, >2.5
(see Baring et al. 2016, and references therein). Interestingly,
Zech & Lemoine (2021) showed that oblique shocks are able to
reproduce the SED of EHBLs. Electron acceleration may also
be caused in magnetic reconnection events (Sironi & Spitkovsky
2014), although the relatively low magnetisation of the flaring
component in the model (B′ ≈ 10−2 G) tends to disfavour such
an acceleration process.

7. Concluding remarks

This paper presents an extensive multi-wavelength characterisa-
tion of 1ES 2344+514 over a 3 yr period from radio to VHE.
The source is known for its strong spectral variability in the
X-ray band and shows intermittent EHBL characteristics. While
being among the first extragalactic sources detected at VHE,
and also among the closest BL Lac objects, the published multi-
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Fig. 9. Leptonic modelling of the August 2019 flare. The dash-dotted
grey line is the emission from the quiescent component adopting the
parameters listed in Table 6. The long dash line is the emission from
the flaring component, using the parameters listed in Table 7. While the
quiescent component is assumed to be constant over time, the flaring
component evolves with time (see text for more details). The short dash
blue line depicts the emission from the core component using the same
parameters as the one obtained in Sect. 5, Table 5. The dotted black
line is the host-galaxy contribution, using a template from the SWIRE
database (Polletta et al. 2007). The solid lines are the sum of all com-
ponents. Each day is plotted with a different colour, while the data from
the respective instruments are displayed with distinct markers according
to the legend.

wavelength campaigns only focus either on flaring states or on
small timescales (of a few months). We have organised a VHE
monitoring by MAGIC, accompanied especially by simultane-
ous Swift, XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat observations,
in order to obtain a systematic and detailed broad-band char-
acterisation of the intermittent EHBL properties. The gathered
observations also allowed to study with unprecedented accuracy
the low-emission state.

Our results confirm the previously harder-when-brighter
trend in the X-ray band, with a higher probability to find
the source in an EHBL state during enhanced flux periods.
Nonetheless, several nights also exhibit EHBL-like character-
istics during low activity epochs, indicating strong shift of the
synchrotron component independently from the source activ-
ity. These results likely imply significant changes of the elec-
tron acceleration efficiency, orphan from a significant change in
the electron injection luminosity. We also observed an X-ray
flaring event (one of the brightest for 1ES 2344+514) which
is not characterised by an EHBL-like state, in clear contradic-
tion with the harder-when-brighter trend. In turn, several flaring
mechanisms must coexist, some being chromatic, others being
achromatic.

During a hard but low X-ray emission state, we find that
the UV flux is above the extrapolation to lower energies of the
Swift-XRT data. This UV excess cannot be caused by a thermal
component and must be of nonthermal origin. Likely, two sep-
arate electron populations (at least) significantly contribute to
the synchrotron SED. Using a two-component leptonic model
applied to the broad-band SEDs with simultaneous MAGIC,
XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat observations, we propose
that this UV excess could originate from the ∼10 GHz radio core.
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We do not find significant (>5σ) VHE versus X-ray correla-
tion along the campaign. During a bright VHE flare in August
2019, the >300 GeV flux shows a hint of correlation with the
2−10 keV band, while nothing is apparent in the 0.3−2 keV
range. In fact, the 0.3−2 keV flux is constant despite a decay
of the VHE flux by more than a factor 3. We argue that this
behaviour is not in agreement with a single-zone leptonic sce-
nario. Instead, using a time-dependent modelling approach, we
investigate an alternative multi-zone model in which the flare
is caused by a very compact emitting region that remains sub-
dominant in the X-ray (in particular below ∼2 keV) but dom-
inates the VHE emission. This scenario is in agreement with
the flare properties, although it requires a flaring region heavily
out of equipartition between the electron and magnetic energy
densities.
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Appendix A: Fermi-LAT and OVRO long-term light
curves

This section presents the long-term light curves from Fermi-LAT
(0.3–300 GeV) and OVRO (15 GHz) between 2008 and the end
of 2021. The Fermi-LAT fluxes are computed with a monthly
binning. An upper limit at 95% confidence level is quoted in

case the TS is below 5 (see Sect. 2). The light curves are shown
in Fig. A.1. The grey vertical band highlights the period of time
corresponding to the 2019–2021 multi-wavelength campaign,
which is the focus of this work. Based on these light curves, the
correlation between the gamma-ray and radio emission is inves-
tigated, and the results are displayed in Sect. 3.4.
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Fig. A.1. Long-term Fermi-LAT (0.3–300 GeV) and OVRO (15 GHz) light curves, from 2008 until the end of 2021. The Fermi-LAT fluxes are
monthly binned. See Sect. 2 and Sect. 3 for more details about the analysis.
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Appendix B: Swift-XRT spectral fit parameters

This section presents the spectral parameters of all the Swift-
XRT observations performed throughout the campaign, using

power-law and log-parabola models. The models assume a pho-
toelectric absorption by a fixed column density of NH = 1.41 ×
1021 cm−2 (HI4PI Collaboration 2016). The results are listed in
Table B.1.

Table B.1. Swift-XRT analysis results.

MJD Date F0.3−2 keV F2−10 keV Γ χ2/dof α β χ2/dof
YYYY-MM-DD [10−11 erg cm−2 s−1] [10−11 erg cm−2 s−1] [10−10 erg cm−2 s−1]

58504.8333 2019-01-21 1.44± 0.07 1.08± 0.19 2.08± 0.08 33/25 2.09± 0.12 -0.03± 0.27 33/24
58511.5287 2019-01-28 1.87± 0.11 0.96± 0.21 2.20± 0.10 10/16 2.03± 0.17 0.55± 0.42 8/15
58521.9488 2019-02-07 2.05± 0.10 1.88± 0.22 1.93± 0.07 34/29 1.82± 0.12 0.26± 0.23 33/28
58525.6004 2019-02-11 1.63± 0.10 1.63± 0.37 1.92± 0.10 18/18 1.94± 0.16 -0.07± 0.36 18/17
58532.0465 2019-02-18 1.43± 0.06 1.27± 0.11 1.94± 0.05 58/44 1.64± 0.11 0.63± 0.19 45/43
58539.8767 2019-02-25 1.79± 0.09 1.87± 0.24 1.86± 0.07 25/24 1.80± 0.14 0.16± 0.26 25/23
58546.2654 2019-03-04 1.36± 0.06 1.30± 0.15 1.93± 0.07 24/27 1.91± 0.13 0.05± 0.25 24/26
58553.3733 2019-03-11 1.41± 0.06 1.09± 0.12 2.05± 0.07 31/28 2.00± 0.12 0.11± 0.21 31/27
58560.0113 2019-03-18 1.01± 0.05 0.90± 0.12 1.98± 0.08 27/22 1.98± 0.14 -0.01± 0.26 27/21
58567.3744 2019-03-25 1.14± 0.08 1.06± 0.26 1.94± 0.12 4/10 1.92± 0.20 0.05± 0.43 4/9
58701.0571 2019-08-06 1.78± 0.12 2.25± 0.32 1.76± 0.09 11/14 1.59± 0.20 0.33± 0.33 10/13
58702.1200 2019-08-07 1.95± 0.11 2.05± 0.34 1.88± 0.09 18/19 1.92± 0.16 -0.08± 0.30 18/18
58703.1156 2019-08-08 2.05± 0.12 1.43± 0.19 2.07± 0.08 21/17 1.76± 0.17 0.70± 0.31 15/16
58704.7681 2019-08-09 1.10± 0.07 1.46± 0.26 1.74± 0.10 11/15 1.75± 0.20 -0.01± 0.35 11/14
58707.9554 2019-08-12 1.58± 0.11 1.14± 0.25 2.03± 0.10 7/11 1.83± 0.20 0.52± 0.43 6/10
58716.1266 2019-08-21 1.54± 0.09 0.99± 0.17 2.15± 0.09 14/16 2.14± 0.15 0.05± 0.31 14/15
58724.0827 2019-08-29 2.00± 0.07 1.71± 0.15 1.97± 0.05 64/55 1.74± 0.10 0.48± 0.19 56/54
58761.2292 2019-10-05 3.50± 0.09 2.13± 0.14 2.17± 0.04 103/95 2.08± 0.06 0.22± 0.12 100/94
59017.1702 2020-06-17 0.71± 0.05 0.69± 0.35 1.99± 0.14 4/10 2.03± 0.19 -0.19± 0.60 4/9
59018.1643 2020-06-18 0.96± 0.06 0.82± 0.13 1.99± 0.09 15/18 1.96± 0.15 0.08± 0.30 15/17
59023.1415 2020-06-23 1.08± 0.06 0.95± 0.14 1.96± 0.08 19/21 1.91± 0.14 0.14± 0.27 19/20
59027.1230 2020-06-27 1.30± 0.07 1.23± 0.26 2.01± 0.09 18/22 2.11± 0.13 -0.34± 0.29 16/21
59048.1055 2020-07-18 1.07± 0.04 0.75± 0.08 2.10± 0.06 52/34 1.96± 0.12 0.30± 0.22 50/33
59052.0840 2020-07-22 1.14± 0.04 0.82± 0.07 2.08± 0.05 60/47 1.90± 0.10 0.40± 0.19 55/46
59053.0175 2020-07-23 1.23± 0.03 1.03± 0.05 1.99± 0.03 92/104 1.78± 0.06 0.45± 0.11 73/103
59054.2023 2020-07-24 1.22± 0.05 0.93± 0.12 2.08± 0.07 28/34 2.11± 0.10 -0.10± 0.21 28/33
59060.0622 2020-07-30 1.28± 0.06 0.87± 0.11 2.10± 0.07 41/26 2.04± 0.11 0.17± 0.21 41/25
59079.1717 2020-08-18 1.25± 0.06 1.08± 0.15 1.99± 0.07 38/27 1.99± 0.12 0.00± 0.23 38/26
59080.4317 2020-08-19 1.30± 0.07 0.96± 0.14 2.05± 0.08 21/21 1.95± 0.13 0.25± 0.27 21/20
59084.1477 2020-08-23 1.07± 0.04 0.79± 0.08 2.08± 0.06 34/38 2.06± 0.09 0.04± 0.18 34/37
59089.1928 2020-08-28 0.90± 0.04 0.82± 0.09 1.93± 0.06 25/30 1.80± 0.12 0.30± 0.23 23/29
59107.1177 2020-09-15 1.05± 0.04 0.71± 0.07 2.12± 0.06 28/37 2.02± 0.10 0.23± 0.18 26/36
59112.4382 2020-09-20 0.95± 0.04 1.06± 0.10 1.82± 0.05 35/43 1.73± 0.10 0.19± 0.18 34/42
59117.0297 2020-09-25 0.94± 0.04 0.90± 0.10 1.93± 0.06 35/34 1.97± 0.11 -0.07± 0.20 34/33
59129.3033 2020-10-07 0.96± 0.04 0.74± 0.07 2.03± 0.06 36/38 1.97± 0.09 0.19± 0.19 35/37
59130.9094 2020-10-08 1.23± 0.05 0.91± 0.11 2.05± 0.06 34/29 1.88± 0.13 0.38± 0.23 31/28
59131.2346 2020-10-09 1.09± 0.06 0.80± 0.16 2.02± 0.09 15/17 1.91± 0.15 0.35± 0.34 14/16
59135.0706 2020-10-13 1.04± 0.06 0.72± 0.11 2.08± 0.08 20/17 1.86± 0.16 0.53± 0.31 17/16
59140.0020 2020-10-18 1.15± 0.05 0.84± 0.12 2.00± 0.07 22/27 1.68± 0.15 0.80± 0.31 15/26
59145.0269 2020-10-23 1.86± 0.07 1.19± 0.13 2.12± 0.06 30/41 1.98± 0.10 0.38± 0.22 27/40
59165.7537 2020-11-12 1.16± 0.04 0.97± 0.10 1.97± 0.05 33/43 1.84± 0.10 0.32± 0.21 30/42
59169.2780 2020-11-16 1.69± 0.10 1.25± 0.21 2.11± 0.09 11/19 2.18± 0.13 -0.21± 0.27 11/18
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Table B.1. continued.

MJD Date F0.3−2 keV F2−10 keV Γ χ2/dof α β χ2/dof
YYYY-MM-DD [10−11 erg cm−2 s−1] [10−11 erg cm−2 s−1] [10−10 erg cm−2 s−1]

59171.8638 2020-11-18 1.37± 0.05 1.30± 0.10 1.93± 0.05 45/45 1.79± 0.10 0.26± 0.17 42/44
59189.1824 2020-12-06 1.22± 0.05 0.81± 0.09 2.06± 0.06 43/34 1.84± 0.11 0.62± 0.23 34/33
59191.1154 2020-12-08 1.50± 0.09 1.04± 0.18 2.07± 0.09 9/16 1.92± 0.16 0.39± 0.34 7/15
59196.9438 2020-12-13 1.13± 0.05 0.73± 0.09 2.11± 0.06 37/34 1.97± 0.11 0.38± 0.24 35/33
59203.8450 2020-12-20 1.81± 0.09 2.14± 0.26 1.79± 0.07 29/28 1.70± 0.14 0.19± 0.25 28/27
59221.8579 2021-01-07 2.41± 0.08 2.27± 0.23 1.94± 0.06 39/46 1.92± 0.10 0.04± 0.18 39/45
59225.8369 2021-01-11 2.19± 0.08 1.90± 0.18 1.94± 0.05 52/50 1.81± 0.09 0.33± 0.18 48/49
59404.0609 2021-07-09 1.87± 0.06 1.62± 0.13 1.98± 0.05 48/53 1.91± 0.08 0.15± 0.15 46/52
59406.1129 2021-07-11 2.12± 0.11 2.17± 0.37 1.88± 0.08 22/21 1.84± 0.14 0.09± 0.28 22/20
59408.1637 2021-07-13 1.93± 0.07 1.60± 0.15 1.98± 0.05 72/45 1.79± 0.09 0.43± 0.17 64/44
59410.0985 2021-07-15 2.23± 0.08 1.69± 0.13 2.06± 0.05 41/45 1.96± 0.10 0.22± 0.17 39/44
59412.0861 2021-07-17 2.13± 0.07 1.85± 0.16 1.99± 0.05 49/50 1.98± 0.09 0.01± 0.16 49/49
59414.0090 2021-07-19 2.16± 0.08 1.97± 0.18 1.94± 0.05 42/53 1.87± 0.09 0.17± 0.17 41/52
59428.0215 2021-08-02 1.67± 0.08 1.08± 0.11 2.16± 0.06 61/29 1.88± 0.14 0.56± 0.25 55/28
59430.0084 2021-08-04 1.88± 0.10 1.31± 0.28 2.10± 0.09 14/22 2.09± 0.14 0.06± 0.33 14/21
59431.0044 2021-08-05 1.41± 0.05 1.13± 0.11 2.03± 0.06 33/42 2.00± 0.10 0.07± 0.18 33/41
59433.0073 2021-08-07 1.29± 0.06 1.13± 0.17 1.98± 0.08 24/25 1.97± 0.13 0.03± 0.27 24/24
59434.5908 2021-08-08 1.28± 0.04 1.11± 0.10 1.96± 0.05 52/53 1.83± 0.09 0.30± 0.17 49/52
59441.0220 2021-08-15 1.70± 0.06 1.22± 0.11 2.08± 0.05 52/42 1.94± 0.10 0.30± 0.18 49/41
59443.0895 2021-08-17 1.67± 0.07 1.86± 0.19 1.87± 0.06 28/37 1.96± 0.10 -0.20± 0.18 27/36
59459.0703 2021-09-02 1.60± 0.12 1.89± 0.40 1.81± 0.11 14/12 1.80± 0.22 0.02± 0.40 13/11
59490.5379 2021-10-03 0.96± 0.04 0.80± 0.08 1.98± 0.05 54/39 1.71± 0.12 0.57± 0.21 45/38
59496.9142 2021-10-09 1.95± 0.07 1.45± 0.14 2.04± 0.05 53/43 1.88± 0.10 0.39± 0.18 48/42
59516.2217 2021-10-29 0.96± 0.06 0.70± 0.14 2.02± 0.10 11/13 1.83± 0.19 0.50± 0.42 9/12
59543.1677 2021-11-25 1.22± 0.08 0.94± 0.17 2.02± 0.09 6/15 1.87± 0.17 0.36± 0.34 5/14
59552.0648 2021-12-04 1.81± 0.11 1.87± 0.33 1.87± 0.10 18/16 1.80± 0.18 0.15± 0.34 18/15
59553.0602 2021-12-05 1.99± 0.10 1.60± 0.20 1.96± 0.07 31/24 1.67± 0.15 0.71± 0.28 23/23
59554.1188 2021-12-06 2.08± 0.12 1.45± 0.20 2.09± 0.08 20/19 1.93± 0.16 0.36± 0.30 19/18
59555.1731 2021-12-07 1.44± 0.10 1.26± 0.19 1.93± 0.09 18/13 1.63± 0.22 0.66± 0.43 15/12
59556.1778 2021-12-08 1.13± 0.06 1.01± 0.15 1.90± 0.08 24/20 1.53± 0.18 0.82± 0.34 17/19

Notes. For each observation, the 0.3-2 keV, 2-10 keV fluxes are given. The best-fit power-law indices Γ are listed in the fifth column with the
corresponding χ2/dof in the sixth column. The best-fit parameters α and β from the log-parabolic fits with a pivot energy fixed at 1 keV are also
given with their corresponding χ2/dof.
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Appendix C: MAGIC spectra for epochs of interest

In this section, we show plots of the MAGIC best-fit spectra dur-
ing the epochs of interest discussed in Sec. 4.2. As described
Sec. 4.2, the data is fitted with a power-law model between
100 GeV and 2 TeV. The best fit parameters can be found in
Table 4. We plot the spectra obtained during the VHE flare
period in August 2019, during the soft X-ray flare & hard low
X-ray state as well as during the deep exposures (on July 23,
2020 and August 6, 2021). They are shown in Fig. C.1, C.2
and C.3, respectively. For comparison purposes, we also show
the average spectra from 2020 and 2021. For each fit the butter-
fly represents the 1-σ uncertainty band.
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Fig. C.1. Best-fit power-law models from MAGIC observations during
the VHE flare period of August 2019. For comparison purposes, the
average spectra of 2020 and 2021 are also shown. More details on the
analysis can be found in Sect. 4.
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Fig. C.2. Best-fit power-law models from MAGIC observations dur-
ing the soft X-ray flare and the hard low X-ray state. For comparison
purposes, the average spectra of 2020 and 2021 are also shown. More
details on the analysis can be found in Sect. 4.
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Fig. C.3. Best-fit power-law models from MAGIC observations during
deep exposure 1 and deep exposure 2. For comparison purposes, the
average spectra of 2020 and 2021 are also shown. More details on the
analysis can be found in Sect. 4.
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Appendix D: Modelling of the quiescent activity
using a LPPL function for the electron
distribution

We also modelled the MAGIC, XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and
AstroSat simultaneous nights using a LPPL function (instead of a

broken power-law function) to describe the electron distribution
within the variable region. The LPPL function, originally intro-
duced by Massaro et al. (2006), is defined in Eq. 6. The resulting
parameter values are listed in Table D.1. We refer the reader to
Sect. 5 for a detailed description of the respective parameters (as
well as the procedure to constrain them).

Table D.1. Parameters of the two-components SSC models obtained for the MAGIC, XMM-Newton, NuSTAR, and AstroSat simultaneous observing
nights using a LPPL function for the electron distribution in the variable region.

Variable region Core region
Parameters deep exposure 1 deep exposure 2

July 23, 2020 August 6, 2021

B′ [10−2 G] 5.6 6.3 5.0
R′ [1016 cm] 2 2 10
δ 10 10 10
U′e [10−3 erg cm−3] 6.9 5.0 0.1
s 2.60 2.55 2.15
r 1.00 2.17 –
γ′min 2 × 103 2 × 103 10
γ′c 2.86 × 105 2.50 × 105 –
γ′max 8 × 106 8 × 106 9.3 × 104

Notes. See text in Sect. 5 for the description of each parameter.
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